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tn recent years, operator-comfort aspects of farm equiP-
ment have become increasingly important. Farmers have demon-
strated a willingness to pay extra for such things as deluxe 
seats, operator cabs and even cab air-conditioning. The 
response of farm equipment manufacturers to this situation has 
varied. For example, most manufacturers have made t least 
some tractor seat improvements. some have devoted extensive 
development programs to seat improvement. Morrtson and 
Harrington (11), in reporting on the1r company•s seat de-
velopment program, ra1eed the point that higher tractor 
operating speeds may impair operator comfort and human ef• 
fieiency. aster travel speeds result in a rou9her ride . As 
new tractors become increasingly powerful, the tendency is to 
utilize this power with higher operating speeds ancl thereby 
avoid traction ltmitattons. Consequently, greater operator 
discomfort pt-oblems may be forthcoming unless operator-station 
improvements keep pace with tractor power increases. 
The alternative to improving the comfort features of the 
operator station 1s to take the operator from the tractor and 
to control the tractor remotely. While remote controlling is 
technically possible,. it appears liltely that tractors will be 
manually controlled for some years to come. Thus an investi-
gation of the comfort aspects of farm equipment is appropriate. 
~here are many complex factors which determine the state 
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of comfort of a tractor operator. Por example, noise, dust, 
extreme heat (or cold) , ana vibration can 'be identified as 
factors conducive t.o discomfort,. Considering only one of 
these, vibration, one can identify engine unbalance and field 
roughness as sources,. Tractor dimensions, weight distribution 
and tire charact.eristics further influence the nature of vi-
bration Which reaches the tractor operator. The mental and 
physical characteristics of the operator a~e also factors. 
It would be desirable to study operator comfort. in the 
laboratory, where the numerous factors involved could be 
individually controlled. Minute tractor design changes could 
then be accurately evaluated in the laboratory11 while the 
final design could be cheeked in the field. However, simula-
tion of f1eld condit1ons must be possible, if operator com-
fort is to be studied realistically 1n the laboratory. 
One of the most difficult f!elc! conditions to simulate is 
f!ield roughness. Obviously, simalation of field roughness re-
quires a knowledge of how rough f .ields are, that is, it would 
be desirable to have quantitat:ive description of the roughness 
of surfaces over which fani tractors are operated.. un-
fortunately, no published field roughness data are now avail-
able. 
Field roughness dat.a. should describe the effective, not 
the unclisturbed, field sur:face. In the field a tractor tire 
will bridge over some crevices and crush down some clods. 'l'be 
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effective field surface may be defined as that surface which 
is traced out by the tir bottom as the tractor traverses the 
field. 
This report deals with the development of a technique for 
collecting ffective field roughness data, and with some of 
the results obtained. 
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OBJECTIVSS 
The objectivee of this study were: 
1. 'l'o develope a means fer measuring effective field 
surface roughness. 
2. To apply t.h1s means to the measurement of roughness 
patterns in some common agricultural fields. 
3. To analyze these pat.terns and to present the range 
of conditions encountered. 
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Much literature exists which is pertinent to tractor 
operator comfort. However, no one has yet systematically in-
vestigated one of the prinetpal sources of diseomfort--f 1eld 
rouqhness. 
Janeway (8), Zeller (19), Postlethwaite (12), and Jacklin 
and LidClell (7), have all reported on the reactions of humans 
to vibration. These reactiona were generally determined by 
subjecting people to sinusoidal vibration of varying amplitude 
and frequency. 'the subjects were asked. to judge the severity 
of the vibration, Haack (S) has sutnmarized the results of 
these investigations, Despite the fact that all results were 
based on opinion, the result.a are fairly consistent. For 
vertical vibration,. the frequency range l to 60 cps has been 
divided into three sections. In each section a different 
motion charaetertst..tc governs the intensity of sensation of 
vibration. Humer1eal scales for the int.ens1ty of sensation 
have been established. 
In all of these tests,. it was obviously necessary to 
limit vibration intensities to safe levels, since human sub-
jects were used. More severe tests have been conducted on 
animals ( l 5) .. 'l'he work. of Coerman et al. ( 1) holds promise 
of circumventing present limitations of human reaction tests. 
They are at.tempting to describe the human body in terms of a 
mechanical model. such a model could be vibrated to deetruc-
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t1on. The resulting data could then be used to predict 
destructive levels of vibration for humans. 
Roesegger and Roesegger (14) have investigated the health 
effects of tractor driving, 'l'hey have found that prolonged 
shock and vibration can have harmful effects on the stomach 
and the spine of the tractor driver. 
Both Loeb (9) and Hornick (6) have found that low fre-
quency vibration can affect visual acuity. Hornick also found 
that low frequency vibration can impair cotnpensatory tracking 
(steering) ability. 
Dupuis (4) conducted an extensive 1nvestigat.1on of vibra-
tions in tr ct.ors on test stands. His purpose was to answer 
basic questions about the effect of vehicle vibrations on the 
man, and to arrive at. conclusions which would aid tn the de-
sign of better seating fac111t.1es. Be was also seekinq to 
develop a testing method Which would permit. exact comparative 
tests on various seats. Dupuis used wood bumpe mountea on a 
treadmill to simulat roughness. Se attempted to :relate bis 
simulator roughness to road roughness, out made no attempt to 
measure field cond1t1ona. 
Raney ~t al. (13) established a mathematical model for t.he 
vibration of a farm tractor. Certain simpl.t.fyin9 assumptions 
were made, as follows: 
1. The tires act as linear springs which have point 
contact with the supporting surfac • 
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2. The frame and axle of the tractor constitute a 
rigid body. 
3. Small displacements are considered. 
4. Three degree of freedom are assumed: 
a. Vertical displacement of the cent.er of 
gravity. 
b. itch or rotation about the transverse axis 
through the center of gravity. 
e. Roll or rotation about the longitudinal axis 
through the center of gravity. 
5. Viscous damping only is assumed and this only at 
ach tir • 
6. The tractor 1s assumed to pull or operate no ex-
ternal chinery or implements. 
erhaps the most limiting of these assumptions is the third. 
an y used an Oliver Mod 1 SSO tractor on a shaker to experi• 
entally ch ck his mathematical model. The sinusoidal input 
to the tires had to be limited to 0.100 inch pe k to peak to 
prevent the tractor from jumping off the shaker. Obviously, a 
linear thematical model is invalid for situations where the 
tractor tires lose contact with their supporting surface. 
Thu , the 0.100 inch restriction is a severe limitation. 
aney suggests, however., that a non-linear mathematical model 
might be found which would describe the tractor motion through 
a wider ranq of vibr tional inputs. 
a 
Raney progr mmed his model on an analog computer. Lack-
ing fi ld roughness data, he used sin wave generator and a 
nois generator to furnish inputs to his odel. ff reco -
mended, however, that n ana ysis of fi ld conditions be made 
so th t ultimately th tractor vibration could be described 
ad quately for field conditions of operation. 
v n Gerpen (1 7) developed a technique of instrumentation 
for valuating tr etor seating comfort, and specifically, for 
m suring jerk (time rate of change of acceleration} • He 
state , 
If a ch ck of riding comfort 1 to be mad using 
a tr ctor, then a test track with some form of per-
nent obstacles hould be available. If minute 
changes in ( eat} su pension are to be made and 
evaluat d ccurately, or if reaction to certain types 
of bumps is to be stud! d, it is important that these 
variations be test d under identical conditions. 
van Gerpen did not ay how th test track conditions might be 
rel t to fi ld condition • 
v rious methods exist for simulation of field roughness. 
Van Gerpen•s propo 1 to uae permanent obstacles on a te t 
track r presents on method. 'rhe treadmill used by Dupuis 
represents anoth r pproach. A third pproach is th pro-
gramming of Raney•s mathematical model on the analog computer. 
In this method, not only the field roughness, but also the 
tractor its lf, is i ul ted. A fourth approach to the rough-
ne imulation problem is th use of shake tables. Raney 
us a shake tabl to experi entally check his thematical 
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model. A good discuss1cn of simulation by a shake table can 
be foun4 tn the boolt, •aandom Vibration .. , by Crandall et al. 
(2). In th.ts book, the shake table .ts alternately considered 
as an energy source, a •tJ.on generator, and a failure e1mu• 
lat.or, l'he 100tton generator concept has been found to be 
the moat popular of the three conciept.a. Shake table design 
has been tnfluencec!l accorclingly. Although the book, .. Random 
Vibration•, considers p:roblem&J in miaa.t.le vibr•t:Lon, some of 
the techniques seem applical>le to the problems of Gimulating 
a~Lc:ultur-al field roughness. 
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ANALYSIS OF TUB PROBLEM 
since most field surfaces are deformable, the shape of an 
effective field surface depends on the phyaical cbaracteris- , 
tics of the vehicle traversing the surface. 'l'bus, measurement 
of effective field surfaces involves two large cate9oriea of 
factors. These are field factors and vehicle factors. To re-
duce tbe number of vehicle factors involved, certain si111Pl1• 
fyinq assumptions were made, as follows: 
1. The vehicle is a conventional wheel type farm 
tractor, equipped with rubber tires. 
2. No external machinery is attached to the tractor. 
l. Wind, gyroscopic and all other external forces 
except. wheel reactions are ne911g1ble. 
4. Bach tire remains 1n contact with the field. 
s. 'The forward speed of the tractor is uniform. 
Under these aesumpt.t.ona, the only external forces acting 
on the tract.or are tbos t.ranem1tt.ed through the tires. The 
force transm1tt.ed through a given tire depends upon the rela• 
tive 1n0t1on between the tire bot.tom and the tire cente~. As a 
tractor crosses a rouqb f 1eld, the vertical displacement of 
each tire bottom varJ.ee with time. When the tractor ts con-
sidered: aa a vibrating system, the motions of the tire bottoms 
constitute t.he inputs from the field, or the forcing fune-
t.ions., Thus for tbe tractor shown in Pigure 1, the forcing 
functions are y1 (t), y2 (t), Y3(t.}, and Y4(t). :tf all four of 
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Figure 1. Motion inputs to a tractor crossing rough terrain 
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these motion inputs f'rotn a rough field could be reproduced in 
the laboratory, the o9cillat1on of the tractor could be re-
produced. 
In the field, each mot.ion input ia generated by the ef• 
fect.tve field roughness. 'l'bus,, to measure the effective 
rouqhnese •seen- by a qiven tire, it ia only necessary to 
measure the t\\Otion input, y(t), ~o that tire. 
?.'he effective roughness of a. given deformable field sur• 
face may depend upon several characteristics of the tractor 
crossing it. The tractor mass, m.omenta of inertia, wheel 
base, and t1re size may all influence the effective roughness 
of given deformable field surface. In addition., for a 
given tractor tire, there are obviously a wide variety of 
field eurfaces which may be encountered. To evaluate the 
effects of all tractor variables on all types of :field sur ... 
faces would be quite ti.me consum1nq. 
- The approach taken in this project was to limit the num-
ber of tra.ctor variables considered in order to increase the 
number of f iel4 cond1ttona that could be investigated in a 
given time. Thia approach also helped to reduce the amount of 
apparatus required in the study.. Only one tractor, an Allis-
Cbalmers l>-17 Utility Tra~or, was used in the tudy. This 
tractor is representative of the average size, general purpose 
farm tractor. Motion inputs to the right front tire were 
measured .. 
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'11\e problem of meaeur1n9 effective fie14 surface rough• 
ness in'101ves the sw:ement of motion. JU.theJ: phot:.ographlc 
or electrical methods can be u•Gd to measure mot.ion, The 
photogl'aphic method would involve the uae of a movie camera. 
A f .txed eoor4.t.nate apt.em would bave to be 1nclu4e4 1n the 
filmstrip as a reference a9a1nst which motion could be 
measured. uch reference markers are eastl.y set up in the 
laboratory, but are inconvenient 1n the f£.e14. 
Mot.ion detection and measurement in the f1e14 are more 
easily accomplished by elecvtcal mean•. fte bae1c 1natr:u• 
ment emp1oye4 1a a sel . 1C mass type instrument. 'l'he inert.la 
of the ei811Li.c •• aei"Ves as 1:he reference aqainat which 
motion can b4!a maasurect. Three typea of seiernic •• 1natn• 
ll'lel\ts are available. These ate vJJ:>romet•a whlch meaaure dis• 
lacement, velometera tlhieh measure velocity. and accelerome• 
ters which meaaur:e accelerat..lon. Of the thz:ee types, only the 
accelerometer baa the inherent 119ht.ness UC compactneas re• 
qu.t.recS ll'l th.ts study. 
Cara.in otha>: component.a must be used to complanent the 
acceleromete.r.. Since displacement ie the aecon4 .integral of 
acceleration, two 1ntegitators 10Uet be uaacl to o'bta1n a die• 
pl.acanent a1gnal. Amplifiers are required t.o 1.ncJ:'ease 
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and :maintain t.he signal magnitude, When low frequency vibra-
tions are being measured, high frequency aignal component.a 
clutter the ace lerat.ton t.rac:e. The use of electrlcal filter-
ing can improve thia situation. All of the above~tioned 
components are shown in. figure 2, which is a block cU.agram 
of th complete 1nstrumentat1on usea to tneasure field rough-
ness .. 
'rbe Aecelerometer 
The aceelerO'lfteter usetl in thia study was a Statham 
J 17-15-350,, temperature controlled, linear accelerometer. 
The important speeif 1cations arei 
1Ud.s of Sens1tivJ.ty 
Ambient. ~emp. Limit• 
Cont:1"ol fl'emp,. 
Dampihg at control Temp. 
Response to Transverse 
Accel. 
Acceleration Range 
Non-linearity and 
Hysteresis 
l"\111 Scale 81.gnal output 
Nat\U!'al requency 
We/.Lght 
Perf!ndicular to ase 
... ,, P to +12S0 P 
+13S0 P 
o.7 (± O.l) of cr1t1cal 
Not more than 0.02 9 per g 
± lig 
Not more tha.n ±., 1%·of full 
scale excursion 
±. 25 mill.1vo1te: 
160 cps 
10'1 ounces. 
The accelerotneter was dynamically calibrated, Pigure 3 11-
lustra.tes ·the reeul ta of the cal1brat1on. for accelerations up 
to 900 1ncbes/eec2. The accelerometer has good accui-acy with-
in tld.111 range. The data on which Pigure 3 is based are listed 
in Table 3, Appendix A. 
'l'be rear wheel of a Case tractor was used as the cali• 
bratin9 centr1fug , The t:mportant centrifuge features can be 
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seen in igure 4. A compl te clascript1on ·Of the entire cali-
bration ~ogra can be found in Appendix A. 
In Figure 2, the accelerometer is shown connected to a 
brush amplifier, which in turn is connected to a Brush oaeil• 
lograph. The ximum sensitivity of the aceelerometer-
amplifier-oecillo9r ph combination is 10 1nebes/aee2 per chart 
lin • This ia with the attenuator on the acceleration am-
plifier aet at 1. For ny other attenuator setting, the 
sensitivity 1n 1ncbes/eec2 per line is 10 times th attenu-
ator reading. 
pl.t.f iere 
Three amplifiers were used in t.h1a research,, as shown in 
1gure 2. A Brush BL-320 amplifier wae used t.o supply excita• 
tion voltage to the accelerometer and to amplify the returning 
Signal. . To clistinguiah it from the oth r amplifiers, thia 
ampl1f ier will hereafter be referr-4 to aa the acceleration 
a p11fier. 
The two other amplifier shown in F.igure 2 were used t.o 
compensate for aignal attenuation 'by t.he integrators. The 
Brusb BL-320 in the center was used to compensate for the 
signal attenuation in the first integrator. 'l'hua, it will 
hereafter be refer~ec! to as the first compeneatinq amplifier. 
The Bt.-520 ampl1f 1er will hereafter be referred to ae the 
f ip. l compensating amplifier. 
P1gure 4. r>ynam.to aecelel:ometer ealibr:at.1on using a tractor 
rear wheel as a eent:rif'uqe 
18 
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In the ace leration lifier, both the AC and DC 
am lifying sections In th compensating ampli-
fier , only th DC plifying sections could be u ed. Th AC 
action of the ccel ration amplifier w s equipped with a 
c librat d attenuator. A ec:ond calibrated att nuator was 
av 11abl on the DC section of the final co pen at1ng ampli· 
f1 r. 
Th Integrators 
Th integrating circuit constructed tor this study wer 
imilar to tho d crJ.bed by Thomson (16, p. 99) and by 
M1t.ch ll (10, • 198). They ar very si pl in form, con• 
isting only of r stator in eries with capacitor. The 
corr ct arrangement is indic ted in Pigure 5. 'rhe procedur 
for selecting suitable resi tance and capacitance values ts 
expl inad in Appendix B. 
fter the two integrators wer constructed, th circuit 
of igur 6 wa used for final calibration. 'J.'bis circuit is 
th a the one hown 1n Pigure 2, xce that the ac-
eel romet r h s be and a ine wave qener tor 
t cbed to th DC section of he cc leration pl1f1er. 
Sine the integrator input known, the th or t1cal 1nte-
grator output could be c lculated. As explained in Appendix 
8 1 th ratios 
(Wav generator output.) 
20 
R 
e----f-(-t)-'VVVV\~---..1--c-------e-0 =-J-f(t) dt 
I 
Figure 5. An R-C integrating circuit 
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22 K .n. 0.33 uf 
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': 
22 K .n 0.33 pf 
I 2apf 
~ 
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Figure 6. Circuit for final calibration of the double-
integrator network 
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should be constant for th fr quency range over which th 
integrator ie accurat • 
'th r su1ts of the integrator network calibration are 
tabul ted in Tabl 4, ppendix .. P1gure 7 is a graph of 
the r ults. tice that the integrator accuracy decrease 
sharply below a reaiatance-to-c:apacitive reactance ratio of 10. 
The graph 1na1cate th t larger integrating c pacitora should 
bav been used for signal frequencies below 2~ cycles per 
second. 'l'be use of larger capecitora would 1ncreas the 
ccur:acy, and irnultaneously increase the signal ttenuation. 
'l'hus, c nsating amplif1 rs with gr ater gain would be re-
quired. For best results, the compensating aiop11f1era should 
ch bav bad a gain gr ter than 10. The amplifiers ava11-
ble for thi study bad a gain of approx• t.ely 5 so a com-
promia between accuracy and aignal attenuation had to be made. 
The displ c nt ensltivity depends upon the int grator 
constant of Pigure 7, the a tenu tor eetting on the accelera-
tion mplifter, and the attenuator setting on the final com-
pens ting ampli~ier. The derivation of the equation for dis-
placement eens1~1vity is given in Appendix • The eene1t1vity 
i given ya 
d • (0.00453) (O:OS )S • (0.0453)(0:cg5 )l<a 
wh re1 
d • ieplac nt s naitivity, in/lin 
0.0049 -r-
1- 0.0048 
z +80/0 
;: 0 .0047 
CJ) 
~ 0.0046 
_(.) 
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Figure 7. Results of final calibration of double-integrator 
network 
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a • Acceleration ensit.t.vity, in/aec2/1ine. 
l<cl • ttenuator setting on final compenaation ampli-
fier. 
Ka • Attenu tor setting on acce eration amplifier. 
0.00453 • lntegration constant" f~ Figure 7. 
Oeclllograpb 
A brush BL-222 two-channel oscillograph wae used for re-
cording pur,poees. cceler tion was recorded on the one chan-
nel nd displacement s recorded on the adjacent channel. 
The osc1lloqrapb a equipped with an event •r'ker on one of 
the chanil ls. 'the event rker was ueed to r late oecillo-
grapb chart distance to or1eont.al ground distance. 
Filters 
cceler tion of a ainu o1dal vibration 
.t.ncr aaes with the squar of the frequency. Thus high fre-
quency noise or engine vibrations hav the capability ot 
masking out low fr ency vibrations. Por example, a 30 cpa 
(1800 rpn) vibration of only 0,01 inch displacement anplitude 
has the same maximum acceler tion value aa a 1.0 cps vibration 
of 9.o inch displacement plitude. If low frequency vibra-
tions are to be r ord with an accelerometer, a means of 
eliminating high frequency components from the aignal mu.at be 
found. or this project, a filtering technique similar to 
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rpe •a (17) Ya employed.. Th• ccel r tion amplifier 
waa 1fied to obtain •harp attenQat1on for frequencies (>Yer 
10 c # but very little attenuation for frfllqUenci•• under 10 
cpe. 'l'bta wa• accomplisbod 'by adding tilterin9 capacitor• to 
the DC plifier section~ •• shown in Pic.iure • t.l'he dot.tad 
lines indicate the connections added to the ori91nal circuit. 
Van rpen•• lea« wee •9•in followed in mounting the filter1ng 
c pacitore outaic!e of the 8111Plif1ar. Thl• increaftd flexi-
bility in that the filter could l>e eaatly re110ve4# or ~•­
placed with a different filt•r if dee1red. 
t.rba valuea of capacitance Me4ed w.re eatt11111tecS from Van 
o.rpen'• reaulta. Thereafter the c•pacitance valu•• were 
vars.ea by trial an4 error until the deau.a tiltertng act.Lon 
was obtained.. Por hia purpoM, a function generator wee 
used to deliver • •ine •v of cout.ant. .. pl:Ltude and known 
frequency. Th• capacite.nc:e value• U•tea in Pi.gun 8 w.-r• 
i1na1 y select • if'U'• 111uat.rat .. h<* the filter at-
tenuated a conatant ampl1tq4e signal • the frequency waa in-
creased from 10 to 1 cps. 
nt Marker 
• prav1oualy mentioned~ the oecillograph event mark•~ 
wa used to relate chart cllatance with horicontal ground 
41atanc! • Thi.• was ac:compli•hed by connecting a m1craw1t.c:b 
in eer:.t.•• w.l.th the event nu:kar and a 6-volt battery. A bolt 
/ 
~ .------I \ 
I ' 
CI 
c, =0.02}Jf 
C2 =0.33 JJ f 
C3=0.IOµf 
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0 . C. AMPLIFIER SECTION 
OF BRUSH BL-320 
UNIVERSAL ANALYZER 
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Figure 8. Amplifier circuit changes for attenuation of high 
frequency acceleration signals 
Pt~ 91t Result of fi1t:e:d.ng a constant •Pl1t.ude, :tn• 
creasing frequency sine wave 
Pi9Qre 10. Hi~u:osw1t.Ch in event ark•r aireuit used for 
relating oecJ.lloqraph c:hm:t 4istance to 
horizontal gro\U'lti distance 
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was t eh d to the front Wh el of th Alli -chal r tractor 
us tn th field t ets. This bolt tripped th mieroswitch 
one r Wh el r volution. 'l'h refor 1 knowledg of the f • 
f ctiv whe l circum renc and of th osc11lograpb chart 
8 
distance. 
igur 10. 
itte a corre ation of chart distanc with ground 
The location of the mieroswitch la bown in 
As oeiated qui nt 
s v ral other nor item were required to complete the 
instr n t.ion. A portable 9 nerator w s ua to supply 
power in th field. The voltag output of this qenerator was 
exce siv ., so a uperior Type lOB tr nsformer was used to re-
duc th voltage to 115 v. AC!. 
Th ace 1 rotneter temperature was maintained at i35•p by 
re tstane he ter. 'l'h.t.s heater required a 28-vol t AC or DC 
power source. Consequently. an Ohmite Model VT 2 trans-
former was used to r due the gener tor voltage to 29 v. c. 
Xn the field, 1t s deemed 1na4v1s ble to carry 11 of 
the instruments over th 
most of the .tnstru nts 
trail r. 'l'h All1s-cbal 
rough field surfaces. Therefore, 
re kept in stationary instrument 
r test tractor was operated on 
160-foot diameter circular pat:h around the inatrument trailer. 
To interconnect. instru nta on the teat tractor with equipment 
on the 1.nstrument. trailer, several 100 .... foot cables were 
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required. A 4-conductor shielded cable was used to 1nter-
conn ct the cceleroineter an cceleration amp11f1er . 
tbre -conductor cable was used to f urnieh power to the ac-
e lero t r heater. A common 2-conductor cable w a used to 
connect the mieroswitch to the event marker circuit. All 
cable wer attached to light. chain, Which e used to carry 
the weight of the cable assembly between the teat tractor and 
instrument trail r . The cable assembly can be een 1n 
Pigur 11. 
The Compt ~e system 
The instruments carried on the instrument t.ra1 er are 
shown in 1gure 12. Figure 2 is a di gram of the key elements 
in the complete instrumentation system. The system shown had 
i:he capability of measuring and recording accelerations nd 
displacements 1n the frequency range 1 to 10 cps. At tre• 
qu nci s below 1 cp ·1 41 placement accuracy waa unacceptable 
(see l'igure 7). ignal of frequency greater than 10 cps were 
attenuated by the filtering syet • 
In this system, th inertia of the accelerometer seismic 
sa furnished the reference against which motion waa measured. 
Consequently the displacement recorded on the charts was no~ 
referenced to any "bench k" in the field. atber, the dis-
placement trace fluctuat around some equilibrium line ~ This 
was satisfactory arrangement, since it was the surface 
Pigura 11. Test tractor in position to follow a circular 
path around th• inatrument trailer 
Pi9ure 12.. Electronic irultruments earri.ed in the inetrwaent 
trailer 
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v riation which was of intei"est and not the absolute height 
of each point relatJ.ve to some "bench mark." 
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P ARATO$ 
Tir Peeler Device 
To sus:e the motion input to a tractor tir , some means 
is required for connecting the accelerometer to the tire 
bottom. Direct attachment ie impractical. 'the accelerometer 
bas to retnain upright., and in contact with the portion of the 
t.tre directly below the whe 1 center. Thu•,, the accelerometer 
must be ttached to some intermediate device, which in turn 
rides gainst the tire bott • 
Th test tractor wae equipped on the front end with 
Pireston Guide-Grip Tractor tirea. The ridged profile of 
these tires offered the possibility of using feelers to follow 
t.be motion of the tire bottom. coneaquently, the device ahown 
in P1gures 13 and 14 waa constructed. 'the universal joint at 
the front and the spring in the rear serv · to maintain con-
tact between the feelers and the t1ra. Each feeler also pre-
vents the other trom moving laterally with respect to the 
tire. The un1veraal joint. and the epring are anchored to 
frame which pivots with the wheel. This frame can be seen in 
F1gure!!I l and 14. 'l'he universal joint allow• the feelers 
to maintain contact when the tire .deflects. 
The feelers conaiet ot 3/Stbs-incb diameter steel rode. 
To redue drag on the Wheel, the rode wre polieheCl. Also, 
only enough spring tenaion was used to maintain feeler 
ACCELEROMETER 
SHELF 
SPRING 
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Figure 13. Tire feeler device 
l'i.gu~e 14. Th• tire !•eler device in the field 
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contact 1th the tire. 
'l'be f eler length was chosen ub1trar1ly. six-inch 
t eler spanned 1n0st of the tire contact area. At the same 
ti , e ch feeler was abort enough to intatn total contact 
with the tir t small tire deflections. 
ef rence to Figure 13 will aid in an undaretanding of 
tbe utility of the f The normal to th ac-
celerometer .shelf .te alway perpendicular to the feelers and 
to lin throuqh the two front wheel centers. With t.he 
tractor t re t on level ur!ace, the normal lso AnttE-
line through th wheel centers. s the tire flexes, 
the normal oscillates for and aft aero•• the lLne through 
th h l centers. Por th usu 1 tire flex1nq occurring in 
the f 1 ld, th oscillations are 811'1811. The shelf normal 
and th accelero ter axis of eene1tivity re parallel. Thus 
th cc lerom ter detect tion of the tire bottom approxi-
mately along th bottom dead center radius of the tire. This 
motion constitutes the vibr tional input to th tire in the 
fie a. 
Tbe feel r assembly could be completely r4'1110ved in the 
fi ld without the 16 of a J ck. This could be ccomplished 
by removing 
In early field trials; me difficulty was encoun't red in 
eping th tire feelers in the proper grooves on th tire. 
articularly in soft, plowed fiel s, aoil pushing against the 
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supporting structure would tend to fore the teelers up onto 
th sides of the tire. Consequently, another means was sought 
to rneasur ef fectiv roughne a of thes soft field • 
Bieycle Wheel Device 
h device of igur 15 represent another appro ch to 
the problem of measuring effective field roughn as. 'l'his ap-
proach 1 bas d on th as umption th t. a given deformable bump 
would impart seent1ally the e motion to two wheel of 
1lar di ter if their unit contact pre ure wer equal. 
s th bicycle wh l in Piqure 15 moves up and down 
relat1 to the tractor~ the spring stretch a and contracts. 
However, the geometry ot the device was selected to give es-
enti lly constant t.ir contact pressure through a tire 
vert1cal-c!1splacement r nge of z. 4 inches. 
eh tire was saumec:.l to have an elliptic lly haped 
eonuet surface. Thus th contact areas could be calculated 
fr th 1 gth of th jor nd minor axe of the contact 
surfac • 'l'hts assumption of elliptical contact. surfaces ha 
previou ly been used 'by v, enber9 et 1. (19). Th lengths 
jor and inor were determined by a sanding 
technique. ith the tire t r at, fine sand waa thrown around 
the t:lr periphery. 'l'he tire was then r v from the sur-
face. and the jor and minor es were sured. 
A large platform scale was used to determine each wheel 
figure 1$. Bicycle. wbMl device for measuring effective 
f 1e14 ~vlmees 
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r aci:.t.on of the Allia-cbaliners tractci-.. Ba.ch front wheel 
etat.ic reaction was found to li>e 885 pounds. By t:tial-anct-
error procedure, a valu of 160 pounds waa select.ea for the 
bicycle wbeel react.ion. 'lire preseures ct 30 P'-19 were main-
tained both in the tract.oir front Wheel and 1n the '.bicycle 
wheel. under the above conatt.tons,, the actual contact preu.1 ... 
sur s val:'led w.tth the au.pportJ.ng surface. on concrete, the 
averate cont.act pressure for the tractor Ure, was 38 psi, for 
the bicycle tire, 33 pet. on a plowed f1el4, the val\IEHI were 
16 pa1 and 15 psi. respectively~ 
'lb outside dlamete~ of the l>J.crcle Wheel was 20 inches. 
The out.si4e d~ameter of t.he front tractor Ure was 28 inches. 
The accelerometer was mounted at. the axle of the 'bicycle 
wheel, as ahOWJ!\ .t.n Flgure 15. Xt is evident that the accele• 
t<nnet.er at0tion dif fera from the t1J:e bot:toin motion by an 
atnoWlt. attributable t.o the t.be Cteflee·tton. Bcwver * the 
bicycle tir -was water filled. The small •1•• of the tire 
coupled: with the water•!lll nearly elhli.nated tire Cleflect.ion. 
'the natural frequenc::y of vibi-at:ton of this 4evJ.ce 1a 
'""port.ant. The natural trequency must JM high enou9h to mJ.ni· 
mJ..2e exc1t.at:1on by field roughness. I~ was found that t.he bi-
cycle heel would osc.ttlat.e vertically in :free vibration w.tth 
a fr quency of 23 cps. Th.ts waa aatiefact.ory, stnc · elect.r1• 
cal filtering was und to attenuate signals with frequency 
greater than 10 cps. 
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The b1cyc1e wheel was deaigned to caster on corners or 
cw:v s. -rhis c stering gave trouble in the field. In rough 
fields, the bicycle wheel would often caatet' 90° to the 
direction of travel. To prevent excessive caatering, atope 
were placed to limit the caatering to a fairly narrow sector. 
Th lateral location of the bicycle wheel on the tractor 
can be s en in igure 16. The bicycle wheel die! not follow 
the track of the front wheel. Rather, 1t fo1lowe4 a freah 
path over tbe undis~urbed field surface. 
Pigmre 16. Lateral· locat.ion o! bicycle wheel tn relation 
t.o tract.or ft:"ont whe~ls 
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:OA'l'A COLLECTION 
The fit-et step in data collection was the selection ot 
test fields.. .All of the data ware taken on the Iowa State 
un1vers1ty farms just south of Ames. All of the data were 
taken in October, 1961, during the harvest season. Conae .... 
quently> data taking 1n a particular field vas always withheld 
until the crop was removed. leyond this, fields were selected 
to give a. vaX"iety of roughness aond1t1ons. Thus data were 
taken in two corn fields, two plowed fields, a ridged red-
clov r field, a soybean field and a meadow. ror purposes of 
ident1f1cat1on,. the fields were numbered l through 7. A 
description ·Of each field can be found in Appendix c. 
Soil moisture samples were taken in ft.elde 2 through 7 > 
but not for the purpose of relating roughness t.o soil moisture. 
the rno1sture samples were taken only to ol>tain a general 
measure of the field conditions. 
The ttre feeler devlee (Pigure 14) wae used to measure 
rouc.;thness in all fields except 2 and 3. 
The throttle on the Al1is-chalmers tractor was marked, so 
that the same tractor speed could be used on successive days 
of dat taking. The throttle setting- was to~ approximat.ely 
three miles per hour forward speed. At'. this speed, the 
tractor was able to traverse all of the test field.a without 
the tires losing ground contact. 
On the last. day of data taking,. sever.al extra rune were 
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made at a higher tractor speed. The espeed for these extra 
runs was approximately six and a half miles per hour. 
ror each run using the t.ire feeler dev1ce, an accompany• 
tng run was made in whtch vertical mQt1on was measured at. a 
point on the tractor front axle directly over the wheel eenter-
These latter rune we.re made to obtain some 1.ncl.t·eation of how 
mot.ion at the axle compared to mot.ton at the tire bottom. 
J'Jat.a were taken on aix different days. A standard pro-
cedure was followed on each day of data taking, For the 
initial nin., the instrument. t1:'ailer was parked in the center 
of the test. area. Test areas w.ere selected which 111ere on 
fairly flat slopes. Then the generator was started, and the 
ampl1flers were allowed to warm up for at leiuit twenty minutes, 
Dw:ing this pertoa,. the tractor was moved t.o the periphery of 
the path to be followed. 'lhe cablea bet.ween instruments on 
the tz:oatler and instruments on, the ti:actor were connected, and 
the mioroswtt:ch for the event :mar'ker system was tnst.alled on 
the tractor wheel. The accelerometer was leveled for ird tial 
balancing. After the amplifiers we.re s·~ab:Ll.t.zed, the ac., 
celerometer bridge was balanced wit.h the balancing control• on 
the acceleration amplifiers. The accelerometer was then 
mounted on the tire feeleit, b.t.eycle wheel or tract.or axle. 
Motion was then recorded as the tractor was driven halfway 
around the ctrele. A half circle const1tut:ed a run. 
At the end of the i-un, a run number was wrS.t.ten on the 
a 
chart r cord. This number was also ent red on d ta sheet. 
The ace 1 rometer location, instrument settings, tractor 
speed and field description were also entered on the data 
sheet. field data sh et. is Shown in Appendu n. 
Subsequent rune followed a similar pat.tern. Of course,, 
no amplifier warm-up wa.a required on subsequent runs. Also, 
the ccelerometer bridge wa 'balanced only before the initial 
run. fter the tractor had completed one circle,, the circle 
radius was shortened slightly to permit a second circle with 
a new track. 
A system was devised for determining tractor direction of 
travel fro the charts. 'l'be event marker waa trtpped several 
time• in quick succession as the tractor moved perpendicular 
to the plowing or row direction. After a run, these points on 
the chart were identified with a note . Consequently, it was 
later possible to estimate the tractor travel direction at any 
point on the ch rt. 
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D TA At.YSIS 
Surface Claaaif icat1on 
The field surfaces encountered fall into two general 
c t gorie&. 'Ihe first category includes all row crop field 
surfaces. Por thes field , row profiles are easily identi-
fiabl on the o cilloqraph data charts. Furth rmore,, the 
row prof11ee appear to fairly uniform in Size and spacing. 
-rb eecond category of surfaces includes all non-row crop 
field surfaces. For these surfaces, no set patt rn can be 
distinquiahed. Instead,, the bumpe appear to be randomly ar-
rang d. 
ow Crop Pie1de 
If the 1ze, shape and pacinq of all row profiles in a 
field wer 
periodic .. 
identical, the surface could be described as 
A corn f 1 ld do not have an exactly periodic aur-
face, because some differences do exist between individual row 
profil a. 'l'he surface of row erop fields could appropriately 
be la led quasi-harmonic, 
The row peaks seemed to be the most likely segments of 
the row profiles to have ao definite location. Consequently, 
the effective surface profile between two adjacent row peaks 
wae considered to be one wave. 
Por each run. several comparisons were de on six 
so 
sequential wave • The atx wav s chosen were those centered 
about th point wber the tractor was moving rpendicular to 
th row direction. 
path, the tractor 
ecause of the larg r d1us of the tractor 
trav ling essentially perpendicular to 
the raw direction for all six waves, 
The first comparison de on each set of sequential waves 
s comparison of w ve lengths. or e eh wave, the bori-
zontal distance fronr crest to crest was measured on the 
oscillograph chart. ext the average spacing between event 
marks oft th chart was determined . The effective wheel cir• 
cumference was determined as explained in Appendix E . Ua1ng 
these f ctors, each wave length was then calculated by the 
following formulas 
Wber L a the wav length in inches, p was the effective 
wh 1 c:lrc ferenc in inches per revolution, ~ was th 
crest borizont.al pacing in 1111 eters, and 6 was the dis-
t:ance between vent rke in millimeters per r volutlon. or 
each et of six waves, the e n wave lengtbJ •tanda.rd devia-
tion and coefficient of variation were lao computed. In 
ad ition, the average tr ctor speed during the run waa calcu-
1 t d by the formula: 
ta v • 17.65 
wher V wa th tr ctor spe in 11 a per hour, and y was the 
• 
Sl 
oscillograph chart spee4 in ntil11meters pet' second. 
The second comparison on each set of wa't/es wa a compar:i• 
on of amplitudes. Po:a:: each wave, the averac;e crest. heiqht 
above an .arbitrary r ference waa determined. rrom this 
average was subtracted the trough betgbt above tbe same 
referenc l.tne. fl'he difference was equal to the double 
amplitude of t.he wave in mill.t.metere. Multiplkattof'l by the 
displacement ensitivtty then gave the wav double amplitude 
in inches. '?he mean double amplitude, standard deviation and 
coaff.t.cient. of vtu:iat.ion for the six waves were then calcu-
lated., 
-ro compare wave shapes, a '.harmonic analysis waa made on 
each wve. 'l'he resul te of these harmonic analyses establishecl 
a nutnerJ.eal basts tor CotnP'U'J.ng shapes of the waves . The 
harmonic analysis used tn each case was the welt..•known Pourier 
analysis. A co:ntplete de cr1ption of the techn1que may be 
found in Den Hartoq•s (3) '*Mechanical Vibi-auons• .. A summary 
of the t.eehn1que follows here. 
An arbitrary wave of length L can be 4eacribec:1 by a 
tz;'i.9on0l1letric series of the iorm1 
y • f (x) • a1 Gin (~ ) + a2 sLn 2c2fx > + • • • 
+an sin nt2fx) + • • • + ~ + b1 cos(.) 
+ b2 cos 2 ( 2f' ) + • • • + bn cos n (~ ) + ' . . • 
(1) 
The b() term ls a constant. The first sine tet'm and the ftt"&t 
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co in t rm · k up the ir t, or fund mental b rmonic. Th 
ond in t rm an t rm ke up th second 
harmonic, tc.r and in eral the nth tn co in terms 
k up th nth harmon1c. Vertical di 
th Y-dir tion n horizontal ist nc in th -dir tion. 
tion 1 c r pre ent o 
rbi r ry n 
riodie. 
r of follow1ng v if the v fo 1 
If n nalytical expr s ion for y • f (x) 1 v 11ab1 , 
th follow ng fo ul c n us d to det rinin th co f-
f icient of th co in t rms in quat1on l: 
2 
L 
in n (.212!) dx an• - f(x) L (2) 
bn. f J Lf(x) cos n(~dx. 
0 
(3) 
If, in this project, no a lytical expraa ion l av 11 bla, 
the e ff 1ci nte n and bn at. be Cleterminecll r th exper1-
nt 1 • or 'thi. rpoee, the formulae 2 and 3 can 
r p c by th approximat.e formulas1 
Ytc inn(~ (4) 
bn. y co n(~. (5) 
To use f o 4 an4 s, th ba e lin , L,. of the experimental 
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wave is divided into N equal pane. The or41nat.es at the 
division Points .are desitnatetl Yo• Yl• Y2# etc. Then the 
operat.ions indtcat.ecl by 4 ana 5 are catt1e4 out. 
A definite. procecSw:e was eatab1iehed for mald.ng the 
harmonic ana1yaes. first., a ho.r1aont.al refes-ence line wa• 
select.eel below the lcnfest trough .tn the set. of etx waves. 
Thus, a11 points on the wave could ~e eons14~ poattive 
or<U.nates, since they were above t.be aei:o reference line. 
Poi: each wave., orlllnat.ea were measured at half-m1111meter in• 
tenals along the chart. ftese ordinates were then ~t on 
data tapes~ and a di9i.ta1 eomputu was uaed to evaluate the 
expreeaiona s and 6, 'l'be at.gital computer calculated the co-
efflcienta •n and. l>n of the f .lrat e19ht bumontca for: each 
wave ana printed out 'these s:esulta. The comp.it.er also com• 
pated the relative tmpoi-t.anoe of ea.Ch bQ'mOn1c 1n contr1but1ng 
to the total amp11tu4e of the wave. For each wa•e1 the 
initial and final ora.tnatea were averaged to obtaJ..n the aver .. 
a9e alt height abOve the refer$lce line. Prem this average, 
the minimum ordinate (height of trough abov'e reference ltne) 
was subtract.ea to obtain the Clou'ble arnp11tude of the wave. 
r1na11y1 the double amp1.1tude was divtded by two to obtain the 
amplitude of the wave. t'h1• amplitude was dtvide4 into the 
amplitude of each ha.rmontc: t:o determine the relative mpor-
tance of each harmontc 1n contributing to the tot.al amplitude 
of the wave. 
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A constant term was also obtained from the harmonic 
analys1& on each wave, SJ.nee the constant term me:tely indi• 
cates the average height of the wave above eome arbitrary 
reference line, an &.n4tvt4ual constant term has little meaning. 
aowever, if everal sequential wavee are referred to the same 
reference line, an4 if the wave form is per1odtc, the constant 
t.ertnS sboul4 be identical for all of the waves. D1ffwencea 
among the constant temfif then 1nd1cat.e a lack of periodicity 
of the wavefo.l'l'ft. 
After: the harmonic· analyses., waves within a set could be 
compared on tbe basis of wave length, amplitude ·Of the total 
wave., relative contribution of each hanontc: t.o the total wave 
ampl1 tu4e, and constant teJ:n\ c.U.fferenees., The results of 
these comparisons are tabU1at.ed in Tables S through 16 in 
J\ppen<U.X ., • 
Non-aow Crop Pield• 
•£911re 17 ts a sample of ·oecillo;raPh chart obtained in a 
plowed fie·ld. Tbe +y dinction refers to the upwat;d dtrect1on, 
and +• 1n4icates dit:ection ot travel. It. appears that the 
bumps are randomly ar~anged. Purthermore, the bumps ahow 
1i:ttle similarity of size or shape. of couree. .it. Le possible 
that the tt'ace represent• the superposition of a number of 
fairly uniform waveforms of different frequencies. To chec~ 
thta poss1bt11ty, .i.t would be neceasaey to break the wave down 
Figure 11. sample t.race obtained in 'Run 481 
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tnto its various f1:equenoy CO'n'IPOnenta •nd examine these 
e,parately.. Zf the trace ~e avaJ.lable 1n elec~ical form, 
suc'b as on magnetic tape. from a tr.ape recol:der • this could 
easily be done, ElectJ:.tcal f.11 terin9 cout4 be used to remove 
all components u:cept f .or those fallinw in tile de•Lred nattow 
frequency band. 
In tble etudy, the 4S.sp1acement. a.lgnal waa recorded on 
an oscillograpib chart., an4 •uhsequentl.y was not available in 
elect.ricel form, fflnaa, an electrical filter.t.n9 tec1mique 
could: not. be usect, and some other method of analyate bad to be 
founa. 
A test. track deai;ner wo~ld be :lnt:ereeted in the range 
of sises of obSuuct.ione found tn the f ie10., and in the 
spacing of ~eae obetruct.tobS,. Be would then. know Whether hie 
test track design corresponded to mild, moclerate or severe 
field conditions. Consequently,. the non-row crop data charts 
were analyzed with the objective of determining size and 
apaaing dist.ribut.ton for fLeld o'bstructiona. 
Before the spac1n; of obstJ!\tcttona can be measured, an 
obstruction uet be deflned. Consider the peak.a labeled A. 
a and c in Figure 17. If peak B constitutes an obatruc:ti.on, 
the horizontal distance from A to c is btoken up into two -
spaces. Xf peak B does not constitute an obstruction, the 
distance fr:om A to e ts only one space. ror pa-poses of 
analysis, a peak was call$4 an obstruction tf theJ:e extste4 
SS 
a depression of at. l ast hL chart. lines between it. and the 
next peak, Where hi, takes on various values,. 'fbu1a, in the 
initial nalysis, the criterion wouta be tbat hL must be 
greater than one chart line. Peak B would Just meet. this 
er1ter1on and would be called an obstruction. Consequently, 
the horizontal 41stanee from peak A to peak B would be re-
corded as eight chart lines. The horizontal distance from 
peak B to peak c would be recorded as s.S.Xteen chart lines. 
The remaining pea'ks on the chart would be subjected to the 
same critei:-ion (hx. ) 1 tine) and: the obstruction spac1ng -
woulc1 be recorded. The total number of spaces would be de-
tea:mined nd subsequently, the percent of peak spacings of 
ach le.ngtb <!·!.,·, 1, 2, 3, 4, • • ·• chart line length) 
would be calculated. Pinally, the percent of spac1.ngs greater 
than each length would be computed. 
The whole process would then be repeated, this time with 
the criter.ton that hL must be greater than two chart lines. 
In this analysis, the peak B 1n Figu;re 17 wou1d not be con• 
sidered an obstruction. 'the horizontal distance from. peak A 
to peak B would be considered one space of 24 chart lines 
length. In subsequent analy es, hL would be set at four lines, 
then stx,, ten, fourteen,, twenty, twenty-five and thirty lines. 
In each analysis, a certain number of peaks would be elimina• 
ted from consider t1on, the minimum obsttuct.ion size would be-
come greater, and the obstruction spacings would become 
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qreat r. 
The above procedure w s carried out for several non-row 
crop field surfaces. The result• are tabulated in Tables 17 
through 20, Appendix o. In these tables all length quantities 
hav been converted from chart lines to inches. '1'o ke the 
conversion tor each run, the vertical sensitivity was deter-
ined from the instrument attenuator settings. '1'he horizontal 
sensitivity was determined from the event marker system, which 
left a rk on the chart one each wheel revolution. The 
chart 1 ngth between event marke corresponds to the effective 
wbe 1 circumference.. The effective Wh .. l circumference waa 
determined as explained in ppencU.x z. 
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DISCUSSION AN!> RESULTS 
Row crop Fields 
'three displac ent traces are shown in Figure 19 . Thea 
waveforms wer all obtained in field number one, a corn field. 
The veforms would not be expected to be 14ent1cal, since the 
te t tractor followed slightly different paths on the three 
run • However, the similarity between the traces is evident. 
Th trough-to-crest amplitude of these waves 1a approximately 
2• inches. In sub equent runs in a ridged soybean field, a 
sJ.mil r result was obtained. 
In all of the row crop fields, the soil s f irly uni-
form in consistency, and not cloddy. under the e aoJ.l con-
ditions, the eoil defortnat1on caused by the bicycl tire was 
simU r to that caused by the tractor tire. Tbua, the acceler-
ometer motion was not uch different when the accelerometer 
wa mount d on th bicycle Wheel,. as co pared to when tt was 
ount on the tire feel r device. 
Figur 18 lso giv s some indic tion of the action of th 
tir in transmitting motion. The natural frequencies of th 
test tr ctor were not mea ured. Bowever, based on results ob-
t.1n by aney et 1. (13) na Van Gerpen (17), th lowest 
natural frequency is t least 3 cps. On the other hand,. while 
cro 1ng 40-1nch rows at 3 mph, the tractor bad imposed a 
forcing function wit:h frequency of approximately 1.3 cps. 
Piture 1a. Diaplac4h11Gnt tJ:aces obtained in field number 1 
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RUN IF I - ACCELEROMETER ON TIRE FEELER 
RUN I BI -ACCELEROMETER ON WHEEL 
RUN ~Al ·ACCELEROMETER ON TRACTOR AXLE 
With the forcing frequency below the first na:t.ural frequency, 
the ti" would be expected to magnify the motion induced by 
the fteld surface, !'be magnification factor would be expect.eel 
to increase as the forcing: frequency approached the natural. 
frequency. Por the runs tttade J.n th1• study, however, the fre-
quencies \>Jere tar enough apcu1t to make the magnif 1datJ.on faa-
tor nearly equal to one, 'lbua, the tire transmitted to tha 
axle seenttally t.be saroe motion . tmpo#ed on the Ure bo'ttom by 
the f1eld . 
'.?be reau.ltt' of roughness mea.Enu-entents in the row crop 
fields are g.tven in 'tables 5 through 16., Appendix P. 'the 
results obtained !n ttun 1Fl are typical, ..ul as-e plotted in 
'11gurea 19, 20 an4 21. 
'!'be top graph 1ft f J.gw:a 19 shows the variation among the 
wave?lengths, Although tbe f1eld was planted Md cultivated 
with 4-row eqQipnent., no two· sequential waves are 14ent1c:a1 in 
length. Thia lnd.tcat.ea that the h.tgbest po.int. 1n the effec-. 
t.ive profile is not always at the row center. !'be eoetftcientt 
of vai:1et1on, 23 percent, ta not extrem•l.y luge. -.Vert.be• 
leas, fOf: exact simulation of corn row roughness on a teat 
traek, the wavelengths wou14 have to be vu1e4.. Thla could be 
done by vaeying tbe spacing of bumps. If aaney's (13) system, 
s.e •• p:ogramatn9 a tractor mathematical 110del on an ana.109 
computer,, was used 1n a v1bratA.on st.udy, a wave 9-..rator 
would be used to simulate f i.el<S ~ughne••· In 'thta case, &Olile 
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SIX SEQUENTIAL WAVES 
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Figure 19. Comparison of six sequential waves in Run lFl 
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provisions mtqht be macte for continually varying the frequency 
of the wave generator. 
The 'bottom graph in Pigure 19 is a typical cQlRPar1son of 
double amplitudes of six sequential wav••• There is a large 
variation among the double atnplitudes, t.he coefficient: of 
varlatlon bein9 41 percent.. &l.Ut1P8 of various heights would 
be required for exact eimulat101\ of this roughness on a teat. 
trac'k.. lf tbe s.t.mulator was the wave gen•rator mentioned 
above, pi-ov.tsion would have to be made for eonttnual1y varying 
the output amplitude of the wave generator. 
The upper graph tn Pigwre 20 111usuates the cosine co• 
ef f'icients obtained from the baJ:tDOnic analyees of six se• 
quent.ial tiiaves, AboVe each cosine harmonic nwnber ts sbown 
a set. of six bars. ae'h left~st. bar repreae11ts the first 
wave on aun 1r1. The next bar to the right ln each case 
represent• the second wave~ etc. Of particul.ar interest in 
this graph 1s the domit'MlnQe of th• first cosine harmonic . The 
rapid tapering off of the higher harmonica 1• an ind.t.caUon of 
a relat1v•ly smooth waveform. ':he 9raph aleo indicate• a fair 
tn0unt. of uniformity of first coalne hamnonic: content in the 
s1x wave • The higher harmonica are considerably more var1• 
able,. The presence of. the even nu:nmeraa ba=ontc• indicates 
a lack of half wave symmetry. That 18, the wave troughs are 
not symmetrical to the crests. 
The s.t.ne c:oef f icients are •hewn in the lowe!l' graph of 
Pigue 20. cc.parieon of r•ult• of hanxm1c analyses on 
•ix aequent1al wvea in Run llPl 
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Pigure 20. The sine harmonic are generally more variable 
than the cosine harmonics. !'he presence of the a1ne harmonics 
indicates another lack of symmetry. In particular, there is 
no verttc 1 axie of synnetry. 
igur 21 i• a comparison of the constant terms obtained 
fro th harmonic analyaee. The minimwn constant. term waa 
consid red to &ero. Thus, the graph indicates differences 
in average heights of the wav •· The v; riat1on 1• rather 
larg , con idering that the average double amp11tu4 of this 
t of waves 1s only 2.7 inches. 
rom the preceding discussion, it is apparent that exact 
simulation of the ffective surface profile of raw crop fielc!s 
would be qulte difficult. P1gure 22 illuatrat an attempt to 
ma~crH:m:iatically pproxt t corn field effective surface. 
The equation given with the lower pair of waves le baaed upon 
the average first an4 second cosine harmonic contributions, 
av rag first and second sine harmonic contributions, average 
constant t rm, and average velength of the six sequential 
waves from Run lPl. There ls a reasonably good. flt bet.ween 
the themat1cal waveform and the wavefont ctually meaeured. 
However, the closeness of the upper pair of waves shows that 
the it 1 nearly as good us.1n9 only the first cosine harmonic, 
Throughout th1• th sis, there has been frequent reference 
to effect1v fiela aurfacea. The oac111ograph traces ob-
tain d ar obviously lines, not surface • However, an 
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Figure 21. Differences among the constant terms of six se-
quential waves in Run lFl 
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Figure 22. Mathematical approximations to the effective pro-
file measured in Run lFl 
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osc111ogr ph trace can be thought of •• the edqe view of a 
surface which extend• back into the paper. This eoncepti.on 
W01.Jld be fairly realistic for traces obtained in a corn field 
when the t et tractor wa traveling perpendicular to the raw 
direction. matter of fact, all of t.be waves analyz-4 
were obtained when th tractor was moving eaaentially perpen .... 
dicular to the row direction. Por convenience, the plane in 
which the e waves 11 will l>e designated aa the perpendicular 
croa section, !•!.•• perpendicular to the row direction. In 
representing one of these waves with a •ourier t.riqonometr1c 
aeri / the wavel ngth L would be the horizontal distance from 
one peak to the next, me sured in the perpendicular cross sec• 
tion. If the tr ctor traY le cross the rows making an angle 
fJ wlth the raw direction; the above-mentioned l'ourier aeries 
must ve one modification befor it · can represent the re• 
sultlng wav shape. 
new wav length L', wheres 
v length L must be r placed by a 
L' • L 
sin ~ • 
If the tractor direction of travel across per1od1c aur• 
face ts not: perpendicular to the raw direct.ion, t.he wave 
shape are merely "at.retched out' vereione of the wave Shapes 
obtained when the tractor 1• travel1n9 pei:penc!icular to the 
raw direction. Thie ia because the •J.ne and coeine coet-
f1c1enta of the ow:ie~ ser1 s representing the periodic 
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surface are independent of the wave length.. Tb.1 fact can be 
deduced from the coefflc:ient formulas, which re rewritten 
below> 
1<4•1 . lrJS. 
•n • ! .t Yte sin n( 8 ) ., 
2 -1 ~ bn • i .t YX co n( · ) .. 
Kli() 
(4) 
(5) 
i t.be num'ber of equal intervals into which t.he wavelength 
J. a1v1Cl a, can be rb1trar11y larg • There 1• no 
t rm in th formulas to repr aent the length of th••• equal 
intervals. Hane , the coeff1c1ente re independent. of the 
interval length and consequently, are independent of the wave-
length. 
11 of the row crop f 1 lds except f1el4 3 were worked 
with 4-row quipment which was a t for 40-inch rows. 'l'be co• 
ef f ieient of vari tion among wavelengths for these fields 
ranged from 9 percent to 23 percent. 'J.'he ridge in field 3 
r formed with an expert ntal 1-row machine. ;reat deal 
of var:I. ion in row s cin9 r sulted. Th1a was reflected in a 
high coefficient of variation among wavelengths for field 3. 
This coefficient was 41 percent., shown in Table 11, Appen-
dJ.x • 
Bon-aow crop Fields 
Three 4isplacecnent traces from field 4 are compared 1n 
iqure 23. Pield 4 was a relatively rough plowec! field. The 
Ftgu~e 23. Displaeement traces obtained in fie.ld n\ll'ft'ber 4 
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RUN 481 -ACCELEROMETER ON BICYCLE WHEEL 
\ ~LL 
RUN 4Al-ACCELEROMETER ON TRACTOR AXLE 
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urf ce was de up of bar arth cl ps an.d clods randomly 
arranged. rom igure 23., tt is obvious th•t t.he accelerom-
eter was subjected to a ch rougher ride on the bicycle wheel 
than when it was mounted on the tire feeler device. The ver-
tical vementa were great•r and occurred with much qr ater 
frequency. Thia unsatisfactory performance of the bicycle 
wheel in a plowed field contrasts with 1ts performance in a 
corn field (Pigure 13), Where the bicycle wheel did trace out 
the esired surface profile, There is a logical explanation 
for this situation. 'lbe bicycle wheel was designed to have 
essentially the same unit contact resau~e as the front trac-
tor tire. Bowever1 the total Wheel loads wer considerably 
different.. 'l'he total bicycle Wheel reaction was 160 pounds, 
while the tractor wheel reaction was SSS pounds. In the eorn 
fields, where th oil was of uniform consistency. the soil 
deformation depended on the unit pr ssure app 1 / not total 
load. In the plow d fields, the hard e rth cl pe had to SUP-
port wheel, be pr ss d down into t.he underlying soil, ol!' be 
eruah a. Th bicycle l was unable to app y suttJ..cient 
total force to d ress or c:r:ush the e rth c umps. Thus, the 
bicycl Wh el had to r1d over a highly irragul r surface. 
Th tractor tir , being abl 
wa ble to depress or crush 
create a mooth r th. 
to apply much gr ater total force, 
ny of the c um nd thereby 
P1gure 23 also 11 ustr tes the tion of the tractor 
16 
front axle as compared to the tire-botf:Qm motioti. The fra .... 
quency of oscillation ts greater for the axle. Tb.is implies 
that the tractor natural frequencies a:r:e being excited, and 
that. the: tractor tire 1G constantly flex.tng. 
The preceding 4.tscuss.S.on indicates that, for the plowed 
fields, the effective s\lrfaee ~oflles were not obtained when 
t.he accelerometer was mounted on the bicycle Wheel or on the 
tractor axle. Consequently, the only runs analyzed for these 
f J.elds were those where the acc~lerometer wae mourited on the 
tire f lcl:' aev1ce. 'fhe results are tabulated in '!'ables 17 
through 20. Appendt:IC :t, a.net are plotted in 1gurea 24 through 
27. ln these gi:apha, the steepn as Qf ·the eu:tVes ta an 1ndi• 
cation of the concentra.tf.on of ·obat::uction epaot.ng& of a 
parUcula1: length. The steeper the eu~;, the greater 1a the 
co~entrat.ion of obatl"Uet.ion spacinga of that parttcul~u.· 
length. 
-rbe Clata for Figure 14 WG1="e .C)btained in field 4. This 
field was veey rcugb due t.o wt plowing;. lt can be •••n that 
virtually a11 ob4truction epootn9s wt"e· greater than 20 1ftehes. 
The thtird and fourth curves b1en4 t.oqethei:., 1n41catJ.n9 that. 
very l• olHltrueticms had. mud.mum heights in the range o ~ 72 to 
1.09 inches, fte wide spactn; between the fourth and fifth 
curves 1n4tcaus that many obstt"Uct.lons ha4 .a m.t.ntmum height 
in the sanqe 1.09 to 1.81 ibohe•. Tbe greatest 11inimum ob-
ettuction height foun4 was 4,53 inches. 
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igure 25 is based on e ulta obtained in field 5. Thi• 
fi 1a a plowed field that had been llowed to fallow dur-
ing the summer nd, consequently, the surface only 
moder t ly rough. 1tbough the tractor throttle setting was 
identical 1n flelc!a 4 nd 5, tbe tractor had gre t.er speed 
in f 1 ld s due to ecr as rougbnea • gain in thia field~ 
th r were very few .obst ction spacings less th n 20 inche • 
Th data for Ptgure 6 were r orded in field 7, 
adow. 'l'h tr ctor speed a 3.3 ph, g in with the same 
throttl tting a in th 4 f1e14a. Th dat for 
Pigur 27 wer recorded in th s :me adow, but w1th the 
t ctor trans 1esion 1n a higher gear. "rho gr pbe indioat 
not ch differenc in ob t:r.'\lctton 41str1butiona t th two 
id ntly th 
tr ctor tire s b e to int in ground contact, even t the 
higher In th1 
o t ct1on einga less th 
in th 
O inche 
f 1 lds--
e-evaluation of Measuring Techn.1quea 
to be suit bl sic motion 
a r1n9 vie • HaweVer, the cc lerat1on tr ce lone of 
little v lue 1n ov141ng 
1 id nt in Figur 7, 
acb ti the displ c 
poin , th ace leration 
1cture of 
rt ro. 
ie d ur Thi 
r tion :tr c is shown. 
thtough an !nflect1.on 
e es 1t1n9 jagged-
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n s of th ace 1 ration tr ce makes any kind of planimetering 
extr ly difficult. Thus, integrating circuits are a virtual 
nec:e sity in this type of work. The limited low frequency 
respon e of -e circuit integrators then bec:OlDSs a problem. 
As pr viously ntion d, a tractor eroas1ng 40-inch corn row 
at 3 ph bae imposed forcing function of approximately l.3 
cps frequency. Equ lly low frequencies are encountered in 
non-row cro fields. Thus integrators for thie work should 
be accurate to 1 cps or lower. 
If double-integr tor ie designed for integrating l cps 
ignal , 1ts b1gh frequency response is severely limited by 
deer asing ignal magnitu4e. or each doubling of the f re-
quency of a constant amplitude input signalJ th double-
1ntegrator output is divided by 4. 'I'hua, it the output signal 
of double-integrator is of suit.able size at 1 cps, it is 
only one-fourth as large t 2 cps and only 1/16 aa large at 4 
cpa. 'rhe difficulty can be overcome if a calibrated attenua-
tor 18 availabl between the double-integrator nd the re-
cording device. In th1e case~ the integrator outpu ia 
pl1f1 to a suitable gnitude for recording at the highest 
frequency desired. Por low frequency work> the attenuator is 
then used to reduce the signal to manaqeab1e size. 
Block1n9 capacitors ar necessity when 1nteCJratora are 
used in this type of work. The blocking capac1tore must re-
move DC signals risin9 from rsistent accelerometer mis-
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a11gn.iuent. in ,the pavity f1e14,, aa well as ix: signals f:rom 
•Pl1fler drift. Otbexw.t.se, the integrators 'WOUld i-ecetve a 
s19nal coue11pondin9 to constant accelerat.ton, anti the ells.,. 
placement recorder wculd quickly be Clriven off ecale. 
In th1.a ,study, effective surface profiles we~ i-ecor4e4 
on oac111ograpti charts, Pol' quick visual eeanning of the re• 
isul ts, this method of recorc!lin9 ts good,. Fo:r deta11e4 
analysts, there ,is a tp"eat a4vanta9e in r:ecord1n; the dis• 
placement trace in such a •Y that it. can be l"eeonvert.et! tnto 
elect:r1ca1 fo11D. aecor41b9 on magnetic tape• wau14 be a 
euitt.llJle met.bed. A ve~y low frequency u,pe reco~er would be 
required for thie work. such ~acordeJ:s are avail.able. Por 
exmnple,. crarut.al.1 et 1).. (2, p, 176) Point out that: tape re. 
coders 11sed to record a1rcl!~ft gust and ocean wave data may 
encountu frequency eomPQnent.s as low as 0,01 cps. 
fte only piece of appai:atu which gave <:oneletently 
reas:onal>le results wae the tlf:e ,feeler device. Tb£• 4ev1c:e 
also has ltm.ttat.lons. Xn spite of the fact that efforts were 
matte t.o i-educe drag, the tire :feelers tid retai-4 the wheel 
itoUtion (see AppetndiX I).. 'lbe problem was not solved by re• 
placing the feeler roda 1'i.t.h rollers. Thia wa.e tried, but ~e 
rotlet"a quickly became block.a with dirt and SJtopped rctat1n9,. 
The Ul:'e feeler devJ.ce was also·uneu.tt.abte wbet'e Wbeel ain'kage 
was excessive. uruler tbese con41t1ons, soil would pile up 
around tbe feeler suppiort1ng framework ana eul:u!!~uently foree 
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th feelGJ:e up onto t.be a.t.des of the tire. hoper stream .. 
11.ninq of the suppo:rting frainewor:'k sbould reduce tbia problem. 
The purpose of field roughness data ts ·to a14 in tbe 
1nto11lgent aes1gn of roU\fbnesa Oimu1atoJ:a. 'the simplest type 
of roughness simulator 1a a teat track ou which obstructions 
aro placed. . ield roughness s.tud1ea ar• an atd to a<aterm1n1ng 
rea11st1c sizes, shapes and apacd.ng: of b\mlp3 to place on the 
tRck. A similar statement. ho-148 S.f the imulat.ol:' .t.s a 
t.readm111 J.nstead of a tracfk. 
Using: th above•tnentioned simulators, a tractor proto• 
type would be requirea for comfort testing. aney e~ 11 .. (13) 
have introduced the concept of pre-prototype design screening 
by u• of an analog comgq,t.er. Baney haa wr;itten a mat.he• 
utical model t.o describe the vibration at a tract.or. tfh~ 
model c n be programmoCl on an analog computer.. stnce u:act.or 
parU1Gter• are represent.eel by appropi-iate variable circuit 
P&¥ametere. the simulated tract.or parametel's can be changed 
i-eadtty. The fcrr:cing tunctlone applied to the computer eir• 
cuits are analogous to field roughness. Bence1 field rough• 
ness studies are an a.td to 4etet'm1ning raa11at1c forc1ng func• 
t1ons. l'or elCample1 to etmulate the v1'brat.1oft of a t .ractor 
crossing com i:-owa,, a cosine wove or a comb.tnat1on of sine and 
coe1ne w ves might be epp11e4 to the competer c!x-cuiu. 
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lternately, if gnetic tape records of the tiel4 roughne•• 
re v ilable, tape recorder-playback could be uaed to supply 
the orc1nq unctions to th analog computer. 
Pi lly, field roughness can be simulat d by placing the 
tr ctor on a hake tabl • A wav generator or magnetic tape 
r ord r c n rv the 1npu 1 or certain tiona can be 
g n r t by ns of c - The tractors which can be tested 
on hak r limited in aiz • Cons qu ntly, e1 ther a 
test tr ck or tr dm111 furnish more suJ.tabl means for 
com ort testing prototypes of farm tractors. 
r ult ob 1 ed in tbi study are va11a for a 
pacttcular s t of circumstance 1 and re not preawned to 
repr nt field con 1tions .t.n general. Th pri ey purpos of 
thi project was to d v lo for urtn9 effective 
fiel.4 urfaee rougbnes· , and not to inv. atigate all of the 
factor 1nvolv d. ra tudi s will be r ir to evaluate 
other factors or euf f1c1ent published data ar available 
tor th r 11 tic d sign of ield rou bness itnUlatora. For 
example, no att waa e to study tJ.on inputs to a trac• 
tor r r tire. Also. a wt4er range of fiel conditions should 
be in~ st.ig ted. 
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in recent. years, there has been iMreastn9 concern about 
the effect ol tractoJt v.t'bl'ation on th• tractor operator. De• 
cause of t:b1s ooneern, there is tirena towar4 c1e$J.gna aimed 
at. .r:e4uc11)9 the vib ... atlon which reaches the tractor operat-or. 
These deed.fft8 teciuire testing cm standar41ae4 rou9bneas s.tmu• 
latore. Unfoi:t.unat.ely, no PQbttahaCI field rou9hness <!ata are 
available ae guides for 4esign1og rea11et1c roughness simula-
tors. 
The purpose of thLs experiment wae t.o develop and apply a 
means f()r 4eteni1n1ng the eff4'1Ct.1ve rougbnees, o~ f 1el4 .sur• 
face•. Por deformable field surf&cee, the shs;pe of the ef• 
fective surface depenas upcn obaracteristtcs of the vehicle 
cro e.U.g the aui:face. Thus, atmplifyin.g assm1ptJ.ons bad to be 
made al>OUt the vab1cle. '!'be vehicle wae considered to be a 
vLbraUnq syat.*11., tititb the motion J.nputa t.o the tire bottoms 
conat.l·tutting forcing !Uncttons.. stnce in the f1ela theae mo• 
tion tnput.s are gene~ated by effective field 11ougbnee.s, the 
effective roughness "seen• by tire could 'be measured by 
naeasuring the motion inPQt to that tt.-e. An All.is-Chalmers 
D•l7 Vt.1lit.y -traetol' was ueed in the study1 and motion 1n.puta 
to the right front t.1~ were measured. 
An accelerometer was used for motion detection. W.gb 
frequency acc:eleration signals, were attefttlated by electrical 
filterin~r. Two elect.rte integrators were consuucted for 
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conv rting the accel r tion signal to a diaplac t signal. 
c l r tion n4 di plae nt traces were recorded aide by 
aide on 2-chan l osc111oqrapb. 
tir f e ler d ic , o- which the cceler:ometer could be 
unt for follewing the tion of the trac-
tor ti bott • re tractor wheel ain'ka<J• s excessive, 
it difficult to kee the feeler evice 1n pl ce. c:onse-
. ently 1 pring 1 ded bi.eye e Wh 1 lao conatructed 1n 
n tt pt to w: etfecti •urfac roughness. The wheel 
41 uru.t contact pr saure for the bicycle wheel 
lar to tho f r the tr etoJ: wh el.. s was leo 
provi ed for tion of the tr ctor front axle t the 
wh l. c nter. 
nt wel:G kept in a 
tr 1ler. Th t ~ tractor was dr:iven around this trailer on 
an -foot-radiua, circular th. \l1tab1 c es were ro-
v.14 for 1nterconnect1n9 the el tronic instruments to th 
accelero ter on th tr ctor. 
oughne s sw: nta were d in ow crop f 1el4a and 
tn non•row crop fi 14&. ouri r harmonic analyses wer P-
pli to th waveforms obtatrutd J.n raw crop fie1dit. A digital 
conaputer a used to evaluate the coef f iciente 1n the Pourier 
1teri s, or t.he non-row crop fields, a at.u4y waa •d• of tbe 
aia and spacing cliau.ibut.ton ot obatrueUona. 
'?he tollowlng concluetone are drawn fro. the reaul<ta of 
this etudy1 
1. It J.a poes.t'ble to meaew:e e:ffect.t~e field ·Surface 
roughness. M accelerometer can be used for the mot.10n detec• 
tlon,. ~ov.Wed that suitable integrators are also uaect.. It is 
not possible to vtsualirae the suface PJ:"Ofile firad t:be aeceter ... 
ation trace alone. 
2. S1m11ar1ty ·of wheel diametet and unit contact. preasute 
of t.wo wheeta J.s not enough to insur• that they Wi.11 receJ.v 
the eame forc1n9 function from a given deformable surface. 
Tot.al. wheel load la also lmport.SQt., 
3,, Motion 1np.tts .from the f1el• cannot be measured at 
the t.racrtor ule, since excttat:lQn ot the tractor natural 
trequeneiee gr;eatly influences the axle motion. 
4. Xn t.hJ.s stuc!y, the effeet..tve tr<>u;h--t.o-e.-eet t"OW 
heights encOW'lterect t'anged from 1.3 inches to 3.? tnchee,. 
While the av•rage was 2.4 inches. fte l!Urface profile had a 
complete lack of symmetry an4 deviated from pertodieity. SOW• 
ever1 these surface profiles eou14 be appi:oxtmatea by mathe• 
matical wavefornts. 
5.. !n the n.on...,i:ow crop f ·1e14e, obet..UC'tton spacings lesa 
than 20 tnehes were rare. The .greatest effective troucgb•to• 
crest height. found wae 41, inehea. 'the ose111ograpb trace waa 
of 1iUJited value tn analyzing these non-r• crop field eut'• 
t · ces~ since e1ect.r1cal !Llterin9 could not. be used: J.n analyz-
1nf the trace. 
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UGGES'lION PO PURTHBR S'l'UDY 
The author augqeeta the following topic• for further re-
search regarding farm equipment operator comfort.1 
1. A stuay of the effect of c•rt.aln tractor v riablea 
upon the shape of effective surface prof'11ea. Th••• vari-
les ahould include tractor weight., speed, nd. wheel diam• 
eter. 
2. The development of nonlinear differential equations 
to describe the v.t.brat1on of a tracto~ when the forcing func-
tions have large amplitudes. 
3. A study to determine noise levels on and around farm 
equipment. 
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%X I 
Initial Balancinq 
The procedure to be followed in calibrating n c-
ce1 ro ter depends upon whather the acceler t1ona to be 
mea•ured are in a vertical or horizontal direction. Xf they 
re in vertic 1 direction, one muat con•ider the st tic de-
flection of the accelerometer apr1nge r sult1ng fr the pull 
of 9J:av1ty on the aeiemic ••· It 1• necessary for the c-
celerometer output voltag to be zero after thia static de-
flection baa occurred.. Then the acceleration reading will be 
zero with the accelerometer reeting motionleea and with ita 
sensitivity axis vertical. In brief, zero signal volt.age 
ebould correspond to the equilibrium position of the seismic 
mass When the accelerometer i• motionless and !ta axi• of 
eena1t1v1ty is vertical. If the signal voltag 1• not zero 
under these conditions, it can be forced to zero by using 
balancing controls to balance 1:he wheatatone bridge within the 
accelerometer. In fact~ this balancing ia alwaya done initial-
ly. 
tatic Method 
Por static calibrationk the accelerometer waa initially 
balanced with ita baa• resting on a levelecJ surface, eo that 
the enatt1vity axia was vertical. Hext the accelerometer vaa 
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rotated 90• eo that the sensitivity axis was perpendicular to 
the pull of gravit.y. The resulting output signal wa assumed 
to correapond to l 9 of cceleration. A• verified by the Iowa 
State Phyaic• Department, 1 9 at Amee c:orreapon4s to 980.28 
cm/eec2, or 386 1n/sec2. Therefore, the amplifier 9ain was 
adjuet.eCI for 7.12 lin•• oectllograpb pen deflection. Thia 
gave a sensitivity of 50 1n,/aec2 per line at attenuator 10. 
One entry waa made 1n Table l an4 one point was plotted on 
Figure 28. 'thi• completed the calibration. 'fo cheek linear-
ity, the accelerometer: was also oriented with a (defined in 
Pigure 28) aet at 45•, 135°, and ieo•. The resulting accel-
erometer response• were entered 1n Table 1 and l'igure 28. The 
accelerorneter output, v, ahoUld have been 
v • 7.72 (1 - cos•> for o•~ ~ 180°. 
However, Pigure 28 ehowa that the output deviated from the 
theoretical output. Alao, the ..x11llWll acceleration attaina-
ble by this, static metho4 was 29( • 180-). Therefore, pro-
vision was made for cheeking the accelerometer dynmalcally. 
ror dynamic methods of calibrati~ a centr1fU9e can be 
used. The i-ear wheel of an ordinary faaa tractor seemed 
suitable for centrifuge. A ease 830 tractor: was used. 
Bloelte were uaed under the rear axle to keep the rear wheels 
free of the floor. Th• rear axle was carefully leveled. 
Pigure 4 i• a photograph of the calibr:ation apparatus. 
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Figure 28. Results of static accelerometer calibration with 
a static linearity check 
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Tele 1. aesult of st:a:tte acceleromet.er calibl'at.t.on with a 
atatio lillear.t.ty cbet:k 
'theoret1cal 
apparent 
1 acce1arat.ion1 
degr es q•s 
0 o.oo 
45 0.29 
90 i.oo 
135 1.11 
180 2,00 
'lbeoJ:etJ.ca1 
pen 
d Election, 
lln•• 
o.oo 
2.26 
1.12 
13.18 
15.44 
Actual• 
pen 
4ef 1ec:Uon, 
lJ.n•• 
o.o 
2.0 
1.0 
12.1 
14.7 
•Attenuator on ecelei:-at.t.on amplifier set at. 10. 
The left reat wheel bl;'eke wae locked, and tthe aecelerCJID• 
eter mount d on the s:'19bt tea# wheel Iii 'the acceleJ."Ollleter wae 
oriented ao that. it.a aU.s of senaJ.tivtt.y we per:pencticular to 
aft<I tnt.uaect.1nq witb the center lifte of the rear ule. The 
cent.el' of the accelaromete:t was 13,5 inebea frOI\ the rear axle 
center line. The 'ba• of the aceelerometeJ: face« away from 
th Wheel cent.er. Thi• particular orientation of the ac• 
oelerometer was suitable for Mall\U"in9 normal accale&"aUon of 
th 'Wbee1, 
'the f'ouJ: leads to the accelerometer bridge were taken 
fr th l'Ot.ating wheel tha:oup a f oui--chal'lnal mercury slip 
ring aseembly to the recording 1Mtrl:lmlUats. Not enough cban• 
nels were avatlab1e for t:be 1ea48 to the accels tu beater. 
eonaequ t:ly1 the h ·ater wa operated only bet.ween calibration 
run 1 and the heater leads were disconnected for the ahon. 
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duration of the runs . The transformer in Figure 4 waa used 
to reduc 115 volt. AC current to th 28 volt required by the 
heater. 
The mercury elip ring 8 embly incorporate4 a cam and 
bre ker point assembly. The cain was designed to open the 
contact points onee per axle r volution. This feature was 
use 1n conjunction with the oacillograph event marker to 91ve 
on r ferenee marl<: for eacb wheel revolution. Therefore,. 
knowing the o•cilloqraph chart speed it. • possible t.o calcu-
late th wh el rotational speed during any revolution. 
e aecelar tar was initially balanc with its sensi-
tivity axis vertical . Consequently, the oactllograph pen 
deflection during calibration runs was a asura of normal 
ccel r tion only with the c:eelerometer at BOC (bot.tom dead 
center) on the wheel. t ny other ti tbe effect of gravity 
modified t:h accelerometer r sponae. a the ccelerometer 
moved fr BDC to TDC (top dead ,center), and vice versa,, the 
oscillo9rapb pen deflected distance correapond.:Lng to 2 9 of 
c:c leration. 
After initial 1 ncin9, th tr ctor h l s rotated 
until th ace 1 romet.er cnaitivity ax1 wns hortzont 1. 
In this ition, the ecol r ter output wa sumed to cor-
reapon to 1 9 of cc The mplifi r g in was s t to 
give 7,.72 line d fl tion with the ttenu tor t. 10. As in 
the static tests, this corresponded to sensitivity of 50 
9 
1nehes/sec2 r J . 'le t tenuator 10. 
18 evident fr ifJUre 29, three epar te cceleration 
recor wer av 11 'ble after e h run, 'lhe first wa · normal 
cc ler tion. calculat l speed an4 the radius 
length to th accel ro 
t1on u d 11: 
or thi calcul tion, the equa-
n • rm2 • 13.5 r~ 12 
b r An • no 1 acceleratio , iaVsec2 
r • radius to ccelerometer • 13.5 inch 
'Y • oacillo raph chart peed, an/eec 
e • dist nee between event marke, 
m • angular wheel velocity, r 4/sec. 
The second cceler tion record waa the cceler tion measured 
by the accelerot0eter t. DC on the wheel. Th third ac-
celer tLon r cord s the 2 var1-at1on du to the accel-
ter rotation in the gravity field. 
Por ch run, the number of lines pen 4ef1ect1on from the 
DC aks to the TDC peak w divided into 772 1nchea/aec2 to 
obt in dynamic sen 1tiv1ty 1n 1n/sec:2 per 11ne. When this 
dynamic naitivity for ch run was multiplied. by the line• 
d fleet.ion t DC, neat · te of accelerometer acceleration 
at r sult • 
Th resulting data r blbulated in Table 2. The c-
cel r tions below 900 inche•/sec2 are alao plotted in P1gure 
JO. rt. et greement bet n recorded and centrifuge 
Pigure 29, Aeceleratton t.race, obtatne4 d.ua:.t.nw an ac--
cal-erotnetei" calibS'atton ru 
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10 
0 FROM STATIC SENSIVITY 0 
9 0 FROM DYNAMIC SENSITIVITY 
8 
0 
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2 
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CENTRIFUGE ACCELERATION, 100 in/sec 2 
Figure 30. Results of semi-dynamic accelerometer calibration 
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Table 2. esults of semi-dynamic accel rom tar calibration 
tten-
run uator 
no. s t. 
1 10 
2 10 
3 10 
4 10 
5 20 
6 10 
7 10 
a 20 
9 20 
10 20 
11 50 
12 50 
13 50 
14 20 
15 50 
6 50 
static 
s ns1-
t1v1 ty 
in/ ec2 
per 
lin 
so 
so 
50 
50 
100 
50 
50 
100 
100 
100 
250 
250 
250 
100 
250 
250 
centrifuge 
BDC 
ccel ra-
tion 
1n/sec2 
124 
244 
123 
450 
1470 
75 
1050 
1340 
1320 
1440 
3940 
2200 
2710 
2200 
3200 
4110 
rec:ordeda 
BOC 
accelera-
tion 
in/sec2 
100 
205 
113 
400 
1180 
750 
880 
1130 
1080 
1240 
3470 
1950 
2430 
1850 
2750 
3650 
rsa11:1au on tat1c sensitivity. 
sec! on dynamic e nsitivity. 
recordedb 
BDC 
c:eelera-
t1on 
1n/sec2 
129 
257 
142 
475 
1900 
9 s 
1190 
1950 
1740 
2180 
8940 
4240 
4980 
3180 
50() 
11300 
ace leration 1e india t.e4 by the 45° line, Th point• baaed 
on dynamic enaiti•ity se to fit the 45• line bett r than 
tb pointo s · on tatic a tt.t.vity. Beeau • of the poor 
r sult using static ca11br t1on, a final set of runs wa• 
lanned in which only dynamic c librat1on wae to be used. 
Dynamic Method 
For the fully dynamic c ibration, the ccelerorneter s 
again in1t1 lly balanced at B on the wheel, Th th ~ac-
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tor start d nd the wheel w • allowed to achieve a unifo&'m 
peed. While the whe 1 wa rotat.1nq, the amplifter gain was 
4Juated t.o give conven1ent number of ch rt lines betwee 
the an the TDC peaks. At full gain. it. wa• not. possible 
t. ttain • sensitivity of SO in/sec2 per line at attenuator · 
10. Th refore, the gain wae adjusted to give a aenait1v.t.ty of 
100 ln/: ec2 per line at tten tor 10. Leaving t.he gain at 
this ett.tnca. full t of calibration rune were de. The 
results ar · indicated in Table 3 and in P1qur 3. 
The c libr te circuit in the Brush BL-320 amplifier was 
us to rk the final ampllfi r gain atting. 1th 940 K 
r sisto~ in the c 11br t.e circuit and an attenuator setting 
of 2, 121s line pen d fleet.ton resulted when the calibrah 
switch a closed. 
Table 3. esults of ca lerometer final ynamic calibration 
ta tic 
eens1- c nt.r1fuge recot:ded 
t1v1t.y 8DC BDC 
at.ten- in/aec2 ace ler - ace lera• 
run uator per t1on 2 tion 2 error no. t. line Waec in/aec " 
l 5 so 98 100 + 2.0 
2 5 so 165 165 o .. o 
3 s 50 310 305 - 1.6 
4 s 50 393 395 + o.s 
5 5 50 500 505 + 1.0 
6 s 50 688 685 - 0.4 
? 5 50 388 400 + 3.1 
8 5 50 610 610 o.o 
9 5 so 797 810 + 1.6 
10 10 100 1050 1050 o.o 
11 10 100 13'70 1370 o.o 
12 10 100 1650 16 - 0.6 
13 20 200 &950 
- ' 
1 ao + l.5 
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Construction 
Two ident.t.c l -e int.egrator of the form shown 1.n l'iqure 
5 were built for thi tudy. In building the ...C circuit in-
tegr tor , uitable values had to be selected for R and c. 
The to l i pedance of each integrating circuit had to be 
com t1ble with th requ1r nta of the receding p11f1ar. 
The c . citor J.mpedanc: in an accurate -C integrator 1 
n gliqibl to th resistor impedance. Thus, the re-
ir nt of the prec ing amplifier deter.min the approxi-
t re ietance v lue which must be used in an integrator • 
. est t nc value of 22 Kiloh • wer found to be suitable. 
The t constant of an -e eircui t i t • c. n -c 
circuit will be n ccur t integrator only if the time con• 
atant 1s aufficiently large. on the other h nd, the larger 
th ti.me constant, the re the integrator att nuates the sig-
nal. compens ting plifier is requir d behin ach inte-
gr tor to c pen ate for this signal attenuation. 
In this tudy, only low gain DC amplifiers were vailable 
for co pensating mplifiers. Thi• nt 'the size of the in-
teqrator t constants had to be limited. Tb time constants, 
and consequently, the ca cit nee v lues had to be • lect.ed t.o 
g1v uitable compr 1se between signal ttenua ion nd in-
tegr tor ccuracy .• 
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The c1rcu1t. shown 1n Figure, 31 was used for selecting a 
suitable time constant for each integrator. A 22 tU.lobm re-
sist.or wa used for R, and various sized capacitors were tried 
for c. The generator del.t.veretl a s.t.ne wave, of which the he-
quency could be readily changed. 'l'bus# the attenuation factor 
and accuracy over any frequency range could be determined 
quickly tor an R-C circuit. with a given time constant. A 28 
microfarad capacitor wae selecte.S for use with the 22 Kilohm 
resistor, The signal attenuation in thia circuit could be 
adequately compensated for by the ava11aole DC amplifiers. 
lso, the integrator ecuracy was acceptable for signal fre-
quencies down to 1,.0 cps. 
A 0,33 microfarad blocking capacitor was also included in 
each integrator.. The purpose of the blocking capacitors was 
t.o remove DC volt.age components from siqnal, DC voltage was 
expected to be present due t.o amplifier drif't and t.o pe:rs1s• 
tent.,, slight misalignment ot the accelerometer in the grav1ty 
f1e14. An experiment was con.ducted to teet. the effectiveness 
of the blocking c:apac:ltors. The procedure and results are 
given in the last section of this appendix .. 
CalJ..bration 
After the integrato.:s were conatX'UCt:ed, the circuit shown 
ln Pigut-e 6 was used for final ca11brat.ton. ror explanation 
purpoae ,, as ume that the sine wave delivered by the generator 
LOW FREQUENCY 
WAVE GENERATOR 
R 
~c 
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OSCILLOSCOPE 
TO 8 
TO VERTICAL PLATES 
Figure 31. Circuit used for selecting a suitable integrator 
time constant 
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cceleration 1gnal. The final integrator then de-
displac nt signal. These ignals were recorded 
si by side on the osc11lograph ch rt. 'J.'he equation of the 
. recorded cceleration wav es 
A • La sin cut 
s the acceleration at any ti t, La was the ac• 
c leration amplitude in chart lines. and a> was the frequency 
in 1 ne r second. COttespondingly, the equation of the 
displac nt trace wasa 
• Let a;tin o.>t 
wh re wa the dis lacement at any time t. and Ld was the 
displac nt amplitude in lin s. · inc cceleration is the 
econ d riv tive of displacement, th cceler t1on trace 
hould also have been given bya 
A• 2 
or 
A • ~ cu2 in (l)t • L sin (l)t. 
r this it follows th t, at any time t• 
La 
- - :T'" (1) 
or 
'generato!j". . put.J!!tl • A constant.. 
(frequency)2(1nte9rator output) 
Thus, the purpos of tb calibration w a to determine this in-
tegr tor constant at various frequencies. 
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The f ina1 compensation mnpl:J.f ier was equipped with a 
ca1.tbrate4 attenuator. l'he attenuator i-eadJ.nga. wre multi.• 
plee of o.os. 'l'he above4el\Uone4 constant ratio could be ob-
ta!necl with the attenuator at the first se'ttin9, Por an azr• 
b1trary attenuator ••ttiruJ Jedi the rat.to bad to be 
( La ) ,o.,os, 
m2Lct Ka 
in or:4er to remain constant at a given keqo•ncy. Hence. the 
l*'·OCed~e tor integrator aa11brat.1on waa to determine th.ta 
ratio over the des1re4 frequency range, ·The calibration re• 
sults are tabulated. lb Table 4, and are plot.tee! in PS.gure '7. 
The average integrator constant over this frequency range was 
0.00453. 
Derivation of seneit.t.vlty 
O.OS La 
I• '. •. · . . · • 0.00453 
~ La .2 
the next step was to derive the displacement seneiti.vity. If 
an acoe1aat1on A in/aec2 ia i:ecor:4ed wtth aece1erauon aenei• 
t1v1ty Sa tft/eec2/11ne, then La will be g.t.ven by1 
. .A.. 
La • Sa • 
Slmilu:l.y, for a dteplacement. a inches and displacement .11enal• 
tivity d in/line• .tt. follows thata 
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La. t. 
Putt.int these value• into the given ratio• 
0.05 A/S• 
, ; . I .. :C • 0 _.00453 
~ m2 a/84 
or 
s8 • (o.oo45Jl<a~;> s,.<"2i. 
But. fow th a!ne wave 9eneated by the wave g:enerat.os:-1 
A • Ra>2 
The acceleration senelt..ivtt.y waa 'known t.o 1M te time• the 
attenuator eet.Uftg on t.be accelae.tion apl.t.fleJ:. Tho•• 
sa • co.04s3) cJ;h >tea 
where a 
sa • 4laplacement sensitivity. tnches/line 
Jt(1 • attenuator set.Ung on final compenaatin9 empUf ler 
Ma • attenuator setting on acceleration amplifie~. 
Atl experiJDent. was concluct.ed to test t.he effeettvenesa of 
tbe 0.33 11f integrator bloakLng capacitor in eltmtnaUnq DC 
ca.nponent.• from the •1tnal. 'lbe cli-c:utt.ry used .in the teat 
111 
is shown in P1gure 32. P1rat a e1gnal without a DC component 
was eupplied to the 1nteqratoa:-. A portion of the integrator 
input and output traces for th.la run are shown 'n igure 33 
on the chart. labeled un 1. un 2 was a repetition of Run 1, 
exc that. a DC component was added to th integrator input. 
?n 1'1gure 33, the only difference between the integrator 
input trace• 1e that. the one for Run 2 has been shifted down-
ward. However, the integration output traces are identical. 
That is, the 1'JC component introduced in un 2 bas been com-
pletely blocked off by th blocking c pacitor~ 
LOW FREQUENCY 
WAVE GENERATOR 
22K 0.33pf. 
112 
BRUSH BL-320 
D. C. AMPLIFIER 
BRUSH BL-520 
D.C. AMPLIFIER 
BRUSH BL-222 
OSCILLOGRAPH 
Figure 32. Circuit used for testing effectiveness of a 
0.33 µ£.blocking capacitor 
rtgurQ 33. An illuatrat:t.on ot· the blocklft9 capacitor ef-
fect1venes.s 
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rRUMF.NTS DIVISION OF CLEVITE CORPORATION CLEVELAND, OHIO PRINTED IN U.S.A. 
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APPENDIX Ct DESC XP.rXON OP PDL'OS 
ilbe f te1CI selected f o'# roughness meas~ta were as 
followat 
Field 1 - Th:l.a f 1e14 wa• locat.ed on the cuttias fal'm 
north of the fat'UUltead. on the University farms 
map, it ta identified as field a..1. fte field bad 
been in corn eontinuows1y foi; at least f ow: yeara 
previously. 'l'be noJ!'l!Sal 'tillage prooe&.lre for corn 
was fall plowing,. single disking in aprLng, har-
rowin:g, planting ana three cul t1vat:Lona. When 
roughness meuureme.n'he were takeA, the t:Ol'ft had 
just. beet\ p1.cke4, an4 the stalk.a ahredc.tect. 
l'ield 2 • l.'b.ts field wae located on the A;r1co1tural 
ngineering farm, not'thwest of the tanatead, on 
the University fa:ma tnap, .tt ia id4nt1fied aa fleld 
1>•5, AS w:l.t.h Pield 1., th.ts field bad been con-
tinuously in corn at least Eouz: years ana ha4 re• 
ce1ved the usual. tillage operations. At the t.tme 
roughness measurements ~• made, the COJ:'n had J:>een 
picked, l:>Ut the stalks ha.CJ not been Shredded. 
Mo1sture aatQPles wei-e t.aken on the r.t.age• and be-
tween the ridges. The average tn0isture content of 
the soil on the r.td;es was 32% cw.a.) and between 
the r1dges tt wa 31%. 
l'ield 3 • ~is field was 1oca~e4 on the Agricul~w:al 
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gine ring farm, st of the farm tead. on the 
University farms map, it is identified as field -s. 
In th1• field, ridges had been fotined with an ex-
pertm ntal, ingle•row tillage iJnplement. The 
field had. then been planted to r clover. When 
th roughness measurements were taken, the field 
had heavy v g ti'le cover on it. '!'he soil 
moisture content on the ridges was 26%, between the 
ridges, 2 • 
ield 4 - This was the axa.e aa field 1, ft r fall plow-
ing had occurred. The fall plowing had been don 
while the field was wet, nd conaequ ntly, the 
plowed urfac was quite rough. One r in bad fal-
len since plowing which had only slightly oftened 
the clods. The oil below the clod level was t 
29% moisture, but the surface clod containe only 
19% mo1stur • Thu , at the t:tme roughness meaaure-
nts were taken, this field was considered to 
represent a condition of severe rough1149aa. 
Pi 1 S - Thie field w • located on th wine NUtritJ.on 
farm, north of th f'armste 4. On the Uhiver•ity 
f rm ap, it 1 id ntitied a field H-11. Thie 
field had n in alfalfa pastur for s ver l ye rs 
previously. It had been plowed during the summer, 
nd n rous r ins had ! llen on it ince plowing. 
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At the time rouqhnesa measurements were taken, this 
f1 ld was considered only 1ldly rough. 
Pield 6 • 'fhls field was located on the gricultural 
Bngine ring farm in the area reaerved for student 
class '411J'Ork. On the tJniveralty farms map, lt is 
identified as field D-4. Soybeans had been planted 
the previous year, and the current soy'bean crop had 
just been combined. The tillage sequence for the 
soybeans was fall plowing,, epr.tnq single diakinq, 
planting, and two cultivations. The moisture con-
tent of th ridges was 31", and the moietur con-
tent between the J:'idges was 25%. 
1eld 7 ~ Thia field was north of and adjacent to Field 
6~ on the Uhlvers1ty farms map, it ia identified 
as field D-2. The previous fall, the field h d 
been fall plowed. Thi was followed by single 
d1a1d.ng in the spring, aftu which oats crop had 
been removed. 'l'he aver ge soil oiatur content 
was 29%. This meadow was considered to represent a 
fairly smooth field surface. 
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Mame of Record.er --------------------
Date 
------------...-------
Name' of Dr.tv a: ---------------------
rield t.oca.t1on ---------------------
11•14 r ------- Soil Moisture -----'" 
kactor front. Tire heasu~ 
&icycle T.t.J:e keeaure ------------------
'!'rector Gear -· ------- overdrive eet,. -------
Speed snph"' 
Diz:ect1on o! ~t"avel with respect to towsJt plowing 4lrection, 
fiu:,"l'OWS .1 etc• 
aun 80. on data chart _ ,-.. --·-·-·-·--· 
Acceleratic:m J\l'Qp1if1er= 
Attenuator: setttng ---------
senstt.ivity at this settiAg ------- 1n/eec2/11ne 
Diaplaeement Ampltfiera 
Attenuator set.ttn9 ---------
sens.t.Uvl.ty at thts ett.tng --------- 1n/l1ne 
Chart speed __ . _ PD/•ee 
cc 1 rometer mounted on 
----.-...-.-----...-------------------
PL 1 t er used ----------------------
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A.f'Pml>%X t J)~TlOtf or EftBC'J.'IVS 
WBSBL csac:UMPBUNCB 
The data analyses requinc'l a knwtea.,e of the relation• 
sbJ.p between oscillogtaph chart dtetanoe an4 horizontal 418• 
tal1C!e in the field. Th• evcmt marker: system provicled a recoi:4 
of the nvmbet" of m.t111metera of! chart pe1: wheel i-wolut.ton, 
'!hie left the problem of finding the forwat'd IJ\ches of travel 
per wheel t:evolut.ton, A•!.•, the effective '1beel cU'c:moferenc::e,. 
The effective circumference ·was meaauxect by d.t'ivin.9 the trac-
to~ o•er a eJ.nder track.. A chain tlecl aroW'ld the ft'ont wheel 
left a 1'ftaJ.:'k each Wlteel revolut1on. The avera;e dtetance be• 
t.w$en aarke was then detemrd.necl witb an ol'dinary surveying 
upe. "lbue, the aftl'age effective cJ;1teun\fez;ence waa founcl to· 
t;e 87.3 inches. 
the effective circwofereaee waa one of the factors uaed 
11\ etenininv wavelen,ths in row crop flelda. Tb.e average 
wa'V'elen¢b ln these fields la apprnimately 40 inches_. now... 
ever, When certain runs were analyeed., the average wavelength 
was found t,o be as '8\lch aa 12% 1ow. The caue wae founcl t.o be 
elJ.ppa;e of the wheel on which t.he event man:ke:r swt.tch was 
mounted. Tille was aleo the Wheel on which tile tire feeler de• 
vice wu aomet.1M• m.ounte4.. The drag of the t!ze feeler as• 
ae=ly wae e:n.tff.lcient to alO\it the Wheel Clown, 9ivi.n9 a longer 
effective circumference. '.l'bua !oi- certain rums another meana 
hatl to be toun4 for est.J.mating the effective Wheel ctrcmafer• 
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ence. 
Xn the row crop field• where the tire feeler device wa• 
used, n effective e.t.rcumfer nee was selected which would make 
the l:'OW spacing average out to 40 inches. A check on thee• 
stirnatea was available. In a given field, the tractor epeede 
on variou.e runs should have been quite close, sine the 
tbrottl • ttinq was rked for maintainiNJ constant speed. 
Uaing th stimated circumferences, the larqe.et difference 
between speeds was calculated to be only 3%. ~ua, the 
esti tes of ffective wheel circumference were good. 
Xn th non ... rov crop fields, there were no known groun4 
feat.urea on Which to baee eatirnatee of the effective wheel 
circumference. '1'he procedure followed ther waa to aeewne 
the tractor speed equal to the epeed tor eiailar run in the 
sa field without. th tire feeler device. BY nak1ng this 
assumption, 1t waa then p0saible to e•t.lmate the effective 
wheel cireWllference for the run Where the tire feeler device 
was used. 
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APPBIDU Pt ROUGBDSS DATA ROM 
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Table 17. Distribution of obtJtructions encountered in aun 4Pl 
w1th tract.or speed of 2.8 mph 
ob$truciion '1 of spa.c1lngs" S: int!1eated spacing 1! minlu 
spaetn9~ e>bstruct1on height iss 
.tnchee o .1e•• 0.36" 0 .. 1211 1 . 09" 1.s1° 
'J;.o • - ,. J ,- - . a. ·1·r · t • I • J I 
4.0 
6.0 
e.o 
io.o 100 
12.0 99 
14.0 
16,.0 
te.o 97 
20.0 93 100 
22.0 90 98 100 100 
24.0 SS 94 95 94 
26.o 80 90 93 92 
28.0 70 83 89 89 
30.0 62 81 87 
32.0 $6 75 84 100 
34,.0 49 69 eo 83 96 
36.0 44 65 78 so 92 
38.0 36 '° 16 71 •o.o 29 50 71 72 80 
42.0 24 44 64 66 83 
44.0 21 42 62 6l 
46.0 20 
48.,0 18 40 60 GO 
so.o 17 36 56 57 19 
52,,0 15 35 53 54 
54.0 14 33 51 51 75 
56.0 ll 
sa.o 12 27 49 
60 .. 0 1.1 21 40 46 
62.0 g 19 38 43 
64.0 8 17 36 
66.0 15 24 31 
68.0 
10.0 ' 13 22 34 11 72.0 5 10 20 29 61 74,.0 3 
76.0 2 8 63 
78.0 6 18 26 58 
ao .. o 
'?able l. 7. (ConUnuec!) 
obstruction. 
spacing~ 
inches 
1 e'2b · .. 
94.o 
86.0 
ea.o 
90 .. 0 
92.0 
94.0 
96.0 
98.0 
100 
102 
104 
106 
109 
110 
112 
114 
116 
118 
120 
122 
12-4 
126 
128 
130 
132 
134 
136 
138 
> 138 
' . . -. 
0 
138 
1!1;11'• .t . UI' ·p 
4 
2 
0 
16 
13 
11 
7 
4 
2 
0 
I IU 1 a 
23 
20 
J.1 
14 
11 
g 
6 
3 
u ·,, 
50 
42 
38 
33 
29 
25 
21 
17 
13 
139 
Tabl 18 .. Distribution of obstructions encounter in un 5Pl 
with tractor spee of 3.0 mph 
obs ruction % of spaclngs · ·) indicateCl spacing 1f Inimum ' . 
eing, ob t.ruction height is: 
inches 0.09" O.lS*' 0.36" 0,54" 0.91 1.27' 
2.l 
4.2 
6.3 
8.4 100 
10.s 98 
12. 97 
14.7 95 100 
16.S 94 9 
18.9 e 96 
21 .0 83 94 
23.l 75 2 100 100 
25. 2 73 86 96 97 
27.3 66 84 93 94 100 
29.4 SS 76 1 89 96 100 
31.S 48 65 76 80 92 95 
33.6 38 63 
35.7 33 55 67 69 85 90 
37.8 31 47 61 
39 .. 9 28 43 57 
42.0 27 39 49 3 81 es 
44.1 22 37 46 
46,.2 19 33 41 54 77 so 
48 .. 3 16 29 37 
S0.4 14 27 35 
52.5 11 24 33 51 
54.6 6 20 26 4 
56.7 l 18 24 
a.a 2 22 
60 •. 9 0 16 17 43 69 75 
63.0 12 40 
65.l 37 65 
67.2 sa 
6 .3 10 13 34 S4 70 
71.4 6 9 29 46 65 
73.S 4 7 26 42 60 
7 .. 6 
71.7 2 4 23 38 50 
7 • 
1.9 0 0 
.o 
86.1 20 35 45 
88 .. 2 17 
140 
Tabl 19. (Continued) 
ob tructlon i of s cings ~ indicated s cing ff minimum 
pacinq, obstruction height 181 
inches 0 . 09 o.1an 0.36' 0.54'* 0 .91 ' 1.27" 
90.3 
92.4 14 27 35 
94.5 
6.6 
a.1 
101 30 
103 11 19 
105 
107 
109 
111 
113 
116 9 l 25 
118 20 
120 
122 6 
124 
126 3 12 15 
128 
130 
132 
134 
137 
139 0 
141 
143 
145 
> 145 e 10 
141 
Table 19. Distribution of obstruction encountered in Run 71'1 
with tract.er peed of 3.3 ph 
ob truct1on % 'o ctrigs ) indtc · ted spacing ·if minimum 
spacing, ob truct1on height isi 
inc he 0.09" 0.19° 0,36" 0.54" 0.91 11 
2.3 100 100 
.6 99 9 
1.0 
.3 9 
11. 95 
13. 92 
16.2 99 
lB.6 87 
20.9 83 3 
23.2 73 87 
25.5 68 85 100 100 
l7.8 59 7 93 97 
30.2 5 7S 
32.5 45 9 89 95 
34. 40 61 85 100 
37.1 36 56 83 92 96 
39.4 2 49 76 7 
41.8 23 43 67 76 91 
4.1 19 34 61 71 6 
46.4 13 2 54 66 82 
48.7 
51 .. 0 11 23 52 
53.4 9 21 50 
55.7 8 20 8 63 
sa.o 7 18 46 60 
.l s 15 41 58 
62.6 39 53 
65.0 10 30 4S 77 
67.3 24 39 
69.6 4 7 20 34 68 
71.9 
74.2 1 3 13 29 
76, 2 11 26 
7 .9 9 21 
91.2 1 18 
83.5 
as.a 
88.2 4 
142 
Table 19. (Continued) 
oiistrucflon': ·g ·c,1 spacln9s" ~ tnllcated spacing I! minimum' 
epactncg, obS1truetton height i .s1 
1ncbes 0_09u o.18" 0.36ff o.54° o.91u 
90.S 
92 .. e 
95.1 
91.4 
99.8 
102 
104 
107 
l.09 
l.11 
114 
116 
119 
121 
123 
125 
129 
130 
132 
135: 
131 
139 
142 
144 
146 
148 
151. 
153 
155 
> 159 
0 0 
0 
13 
11 
8 
s 
3 
0 
59 
55 
46 
41 
36 
32 
27 
23 
19 
14 
143 
Table 20. Distribution of obstructions encountered in Run 7F2 
with tractor speed of 6.6 mph 
obstruction % of spacings 5 indic ted spacing 1£ minimum 
spacing, obstruction height is= 
inches 0.23" 0 . 45 o.91" l . 36" 
4.6 
.3 
13.9 
18 . 5 
23.2 100 
27.8 96 100 100 
32.4 89 92 96 
37.0 74 83 100 
41.7 55 64 SJ 88 
46.3 47 sa 
50.9 40 56 
55.6 36 
60.2 25 44 70 82 
64.8 21 39 61 
69.S 15 36 
74.l 13 
78.7 11 31 
83.3 57 
sa.o 9 
92.6 4 22 48 76 
97.2 
102 71 
107 19 44 
111 2 17 35 65 
116 14 
120 
125 0 59 
130 30 53 
134 
139 11 26 
144 a 22 
148 47 
153 41 
157 6 
> 157 3 17 35 
